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E
ach October at ACEP’s annual Council meeting, the ACEP Council 
elects new leaders for the College. The Council, which represents 
all 53 Chapters, 33 Sections of Membership, the Association of 
Academic Chairs in Emergency Medicine, the Council of Emergency 

Medicine Residency Directors, the Emergency Medicine Residents’ 
Association, and the Society for Academic Emergency Medicine, will 
elect the College’s President-Elect, four members to the ACEP Board 
of Directors, the Council Speaker, and the Council Vice Speaker. This 
month, we’ll meet the candidates for Council officer positions.
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For decades, the concepts of democracy and 
democratic group practice have been held as the 
standard to strive for in emergency medicine. 
As democracy is akin to motherhood and apple 
pie, these concepts are accepted today, perhaps, 
just as they were decades ago. However, with the 
evolving landscape of health care, is it time to 
revisit these concepts? Is democracy a group 
structure or an ideal? Democracy can provide an 
opportunity to participate in group decisions and 
control one’s own destiny (to a certain extent), 
but democracy means that, on occasion, you may 
not get what you want if you are in the minority. 
Is democracy truly what emergency physicians 
want, or has fair and equitable treatment become 
the practical definition of “democracy”? In this 
three-part series, EM leaders from different walks 
of life will weigh in on the following questions.

Is Democracy 
the Gold 
Standard or 
Just an Ideal?
Emergency medicine leaders 
weigh in for this democracy 
roundtable discussion

QUESTIONS
1. What is the definition of “democracy”? 
     a) How do you measure democracy?

2. Is democracy a group structure or 
an ideal?

3. Do you think there is confusion about 
what democracy offers in EM?

4. Is this just marketing or substance 
in emergency medicine?

5. In a democratic group, do physicians 
get to vote on everything or just certain 
things?

6. Does democracy have obligations/
responsibilities associated with it (eg, 
financial, covering additional shifts, etc.)?

7. Does a lack of democracy mean you 
will not be treated fairly? (Is fair treat-
ment confused with democracy?)

8. What are the pros and cons of 
democratic groups and non-democratic 
groups?
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happy 25th Birthday, 
Teaching fellowship!

t his year, ACEP’s Teach-
ing Fellowship celebrat-
ed 25 years of developing 

emergency medicine educators. 
The intensive 11-day course is designed for 
faculty in residency programs who want to 
improve their skills, residents interested in 
an academic career, and other physicians 
who have responsibility for teaching emer-
gency medicine.

Through the years, experts in instruction-
al design and academic emergency medi-
cine have updated the course to meet the 
ever-changing needs of today’s emergency 
physician. ACEP remains the only specialty 
organization that provides this type of faculty 
development.

Be Immortal—Donate a Brick to EMf

y ou’ve built your career in emergen-
cy medicine—now is your chance 
to build the future of the specialty.

In 2016, ACEP is moving to a dynamic new 
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emergency medicine research always has a 
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tHe BreaK rOOM
from ACEPNow.com

[i n response to “AMA President Dr. Ste-
ven Stack Talks Physician Shortages 
and APPs,” September 2015]

As a practicing PA, I agree mostly with your 
response about the use of APPs in 
the face of physician shortages. 
Physicians are the most highly 
trained, and it is improper for a 
PA or NP to obtain a doctorate and 
present themselves as a doctor to 
their patients. With that being said, 
there is a place for increased (not 
complete) autonomy, especially at 
the acute or primary care level. Every good ad-
vanced practice provider and primary physi-
cian should know their limitations and have 
a low threshold for referral when needed. The 
physicians, PAs, NPs, and other advanced 
practice clinicians need to work harder to put 
medical politics aside to bring together a co-
hesive plan of team health care.

—Robert Monzingo

a s a physician assistant in emergency 
medicine, I agree with Dr. Stack’s 
comments and statements. Since PAs 

are trained in the medical model, and where 
physicians take a significant role in our training 
and supervision, PAs want to continue with the 
“physician-PA” team model. 

The physician is the captain of the ship. We 
as PAs enjoy an excellent working relationship 
with our physician supervisors and colleagues. 

As far as nursing providers declaring in-
dependent practice, they do have a license to 
practice nursing. Where my confusion begins 
is why nursing personnel use medical diagno-

sis for charting as well as for billing purposes. 
As a former nurse, I was taught that a nurs-

ing diagnosis must not be written as a medical 
diagnosis (this would be practicing medicine 
without a license). An example of a nursing di-

agnosis for a skin laceration would 
be: actual impaired tissue integrity 
related to disruption of tissue.

I hope that patients will not be-
come confused when a health care 
provider with a PhD or a DNP intro-
duces themselves as “doctor.”

—David Pecora, PA

i both agree and disagree with Dr. Stacks’ 
comments concerning advanced prac-
tice providers. If he is going to make 

statements concerning the AMA’s stance on 
this subject, then he should be knowledge-
able about the difference in PA’s versus NP’s 
(which I think he is, but rather he choose the 
“easy” response of just grouping several dif-
ferent professions together). The PA profes-
sion has never attempted to depart from the 
physician/PA relationship and the PAEA has 
stated the terminal degree for the PA profes-
sion as a master’s degree. Dr. Stack should 
not have taken the easy road in making a 
blanket statement about all advanced prac-
tice providers and called a spade a spade 
and stated the AMA’s true stance on the NP/
DNP movement. As a PA, I am tired of be-
ing lumped in with the NP community, not 
because I don’t respect them as providers, 
but because we come from entirely different 
aspects of medical training, practice style, 
future professional goals, etc.

—Dayna Jaynstrin
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W ith the long-overdue accept-
ance of TEMS as a component 
of emergency and out-of-hos-

pital medicine, there has been an evolving 
discussion and debate about the real danger 
that TEMS providers face and what level of 
protection should be required. This debate 
has primarily hinged on the issue of costs 
associated with providing expensive protec-
tive equipment to TEMS providers and Res-
cue Task Force (RTF) personnel. While there 

is no specific limit to funding issued regard-
ing personal protective equipment, just like 
with any other entity, the bottom dollar and 
cost association is often a driving factor in the 
upstart and/or continuation of the TEMS and 
RTF units. Included in this debate is the dis-
cussion of the threat facing medical provid-
ers on active-shooter response teams or RTF 
teams and the threat to TEMS personnel sup-
porting tactical teams. 

First, one must realize that TEMS is a very 

different animal than a RTF. Yes, there is over-
lap between the two. However, they are not 
one and the same. For example, RTFs have 
little to do with high-risk warrant service, 
hostage rescue, or barricaded subjects; they 
specifically deal in active-shooter response 
only. These concepts have evolved to minimize 
delays in immediate lifesaving medical care 
provided to victims in active-shooter events, 
particularly those with the top-three causes 

To Serve, Protect, and Defend 
Those Who Protect Us
Tactical emergency medicine providers deserve appropriate protective gear and equipment

A tactical emergency medical services (TEMS) element was on a hostage rescue call-out when things went bad, very bad. The lead TEMS 
medic at that time was assigned a role on the rescue team as an armed and fully commissioned operator/medic. (The debate of armed versus 
unarmed is a whole other can of worms for later discussion.) Upon the emergency rescue, due to the suspect shooting the hostage, the rescue 
team (including the TEMS medic) was fired upon, and the medic was hit in the neck. Fortunately, his body armor stopped the round in his upper 
collar. If the bullet had hit a mere 1 mm higher or the medic hadn’t had body armor with an appropriate level of protection, this would have been 
a very different story.

By ryan lewis, mD, FaceP

A tactical physician works with a police officer 
during a potentially dangerous encounter.
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of preventable death in penetrating trauma 
(hemorrhage, tension pneumothorax, and air-
way compromise).1 Conversely, TEMS units are 
not unique to active-shooter events only, and 
TEMS personnel may not even be among the 
first arriving responders in an active-shooter 
event. (Most events are over prior to SWAT’s 
arrival.)2 RTF personnel are composed of tra-
ditional EMS and fire personnel escorted by a 
force protection element of law enforcement 
personnel. TEMS units, on the other hand, are 
composed of EMS and fire personnel trained 
above and beyond the traditional EMT and 
paramedic curricula and are integrated with 
tactical teams specifically. While TEMS el-
ements may be included on RTF teams, the 
teams do not depend on general TEMS person-
nel/training specifically. Therefore, to assume 
that TEMS units and RTFs are one and the 
same, and thus the risk and danger involved 
in each is the same, is a misunderstanding of 
the two concepts. 

Now, to address the evolving debate of the 
appropriate level of protection needed for 
TEMS units and RTFs. Honestly, this concept 
is really very simple in my mind. Would you 
knowingly go into the most dangerous situa-
tion anywhere in your city without the maxi-
mum level of protection? I know, after 15 years 
of operational support as a TEMS provider, I 
personally would never dream of going on an 
active-shooter event, SWAT call-out, or high-
risk warrant service without the maximum 
level of protection for that mission. Admit-
tedly, I am biased after the above scenario 
that occurred on my team years ago. Howev-
er, I believe it remains the standard to provide 
adequate protection to TEMS providers and 
RTF personnel. 

Is it fair for anyone to say that providers 
should not be offered the highest level of pro-
tection for the job they are performing? Simply 
because the data show a lack of events occur-
ring in which TEMS providers or RTF person-
nel are actually hurt or fired upon during their 
mission does not mean that the risk is non-
existent, and it certainly does not mean the 
lives of TEMS providers are worth less than 
the protective equipment, which would be 
purchased.  

To compare ideology in services, how many 
firefighters are seriously hurt in vehicle ex-
trications every year? Thankfully, very few.3 
Yet despite the thankfully low incidence, the 
National Fire Protection Association clearly 
mandates bunker gear, personal protective 
equipment, in all extrications. One can, and 

should, argue that this is due to the fact that 
responders are required to wear appropriate 
protective equipment and that it is, in fact, 
doing its job protecting from serious injury 
or death.4 Likewise, how many planes crash 
at airports every year, yet would anyone even 
dream of arguing that air-rescue units are too 
expensive and unneeded statistically and, 
therefore, we should remove all fire apparatus 
from commercial airports in order to cut costs? 

With a growing number of threats and in-
creasing violence against law enforcement 
and public safety providers, is this really the 
time to discuss decreasing the preparedness 
and protection of our personnel? We certainly 
cannot bury our heads in the sand and pre-
tend the threat is not increasing and thus it 
is justifiable to decrease expenditures on ap-
propriate protective equipment for our front-
line providers. The simple fact remains that 
TEMS providers and RTF personnel are en-
tering into dangerous situations when they 

respond to these events. To look only at data 
and attempt to justify cost savings by cutting 
protective equipment is, at best, irresponsible 
and, at worst, reckless when compared to a 
clearly established national standard as rec-
ommended by the newly released document 
published by the Department of Homeland 
Security with clearly defined position state-
ments regarding personal protective equip-
ment.5 At the end of the day, we need to protect 
those who are protecting us.
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rM: So let me go with our first question: 

what is the definition of “democracy”?

Wf: Well, i think this is very perspective-

driven, and i’ll start with one that i don’t 

necessarily subscribe to but i think is com-

mon with emergency medicine, in particular 

in a lot of residency programs, and prob-

ably supported by the American Academy 

of emergency Medicine. Some folks in 

emergency medicine believe in an ideal or 

aspiration that’s based partly on the idea 

that emergency medicine can be practiced 

privately in the same sense you can have 

a private practice, such as dermatology or 

something else that’s not hospital-based, 

and that beyond that, all rights and privi-

leges that can be assigned to other medi-

cal specialties need to be attributable and 

available for emergency physicians as well. 

i think that some folks believe that to be an 

attainable goal or a reality in our present 

world, but all of us have real-life experienc-

es that demonstrate how tough it is to get 

close to that ideal. 

nJ: Definition, i don’t know. Go to the dic-

tionary, and 1a you measure with a ruler. i 

agree completely that everyone has a dif-

ferent perspective, and everyone throws 

out meanings, and everyone has a differ-

ent definition. i think the basic concept is, 

are you treated fairly? And “fairly” is situ-

ational. What’s fair in one group is not fair 

in another. i think as long as each individual 

member is treated fairly within their own 

group, that’s what should count. 

Sb: i think that coming from our section’s 

perspective, ACeP was fairly clear in how 

they defined democratic groups. They had 

a policy that was adopted back in ’08 and 

reaffirmed in 2014. i believe eM groups 

are defined by their governing body that 

is subject to change by fair and transpar-

ent elections that embody a one-vote, 

one-person structure and philosophy or 

representative vote recognizing equity, CONTINUED on page 6

ownership, or seniority within the group. 

This governing body or electorate will con-

trol the finances and the decision making 

in the group. Again, it’s a longer policy, 

but those are the primary points. how do 

you measure democracy? i think that is re-

flective in at least some of the things that 

our Board of Directors tried to establish. 

They’re not true metrics, but it says that all 

the members should have a right to petition 

the governing body for their grievances, ac-

cess to a fair due-process procedure, free-

dom to speak within the business confines 

of the group in a nondisruptive manner that 

should be exercised without fear, and lastly, 

is deMOcracy tHe GOld standard Or Just an ideal? | Continued from pAGe  1
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more toward, when you say what does 

“democracy” mean, what it means to in-

dividual physicians. When a doc is work-

ing in the emergency department, does he 

feel or she feel like that she’s being treated 

fair or equitably? Does she have a voice 

about what goes on in that department? 

i feel like, more often than not, that’s what 

they would define as “democracy” rather 

than “i have ownership and i’m responsible 

for everything that we do.” What i’m finding 

is—and i freely admit that i’m not sure that 

i’m the oldest person on the call, but some 

of us have been around a lot longer than 

others—that i’ve seen this change. i know 

that when we started out, we very much 

wanted to have our own shop. We wanted 

an independent practice within the hospi-

tal. i think Wes, and to some extent lynn, 

has already said that this is becoming in-

tensely difficult to do, just like we’ve seen 

many of our fellow independent practition-

ers outside the hospital coalesce together 

in large groups for very obvious reasons 

to them. i think that’s what’s happening to 

hospital-based groups as well. it’s becom-

ing very difficult to practice independently. 

The regulatory, bureaucratic requirements 

and hospital-based requirements are mak-

ing it much more difficult to do that. even if 

one was to agree that it was ideal, one hos-

pital, one group, purely democratic prac-

tice, according to ACeP’s definition, i think 

it’s very, very difficult to accomplish that in 

today’s world. Much less, when you deal 

with systems of hospitals, then it becomes 

even more complicated. Democratic group, 

well, ACeP has it defined it. i guess i could 

argue with one or two words, but i think it’s 

more important to me what my doctors feel 

about it. My doctors feel that they’re being 

treated fairly both by my group and by the 

hospital. To some extent, i see that as part 

of my job to make sure that happens. 

rM: You raise a good point. Is it really 

about specific things, or is it really about 

the definition of “democracy”? I can tell 

you, when I ran the National Highway 

Traffic Safety Administration, I often told 

my staff that they were confusing our 

organization with a democracy. Some-

body had to be in charge, and we had to 

have certain roles and responsibilities 

well-defined in order for us to execute 

as a team. We’re taught in medicine that 

it’s about independence and autonomy, 

but we see in the landscape a big move 

toward organizational change that’s 

creating much greater focus on teams. 

With teams, you have to give a little bit 

of something to become part of some-

thing bigger. That’s why this is a good 

time to help define what the character-

istics of democracy are versus our next 

question: is it something specific, or is 

it really more of an ideal? I’ve heard the 

group talk about having a voice at the 

table, being able to participate, that sort 

of thing. So do we think (I’ll go to the 

third question) there’s some confusion, 

bouncing off of Dighton’s comment, 

of exactly what democracy should be 

about? I’ve heard it’s changing. 

Sb: As it relates to a democracy, even in 

our national governance, there are differ-

ent, obvious forms, and here in the Unit-

ed States, we are the gold standard of a 

democratic system, but not everyone in our 

country votes on every issue every time. 

The ability for an organization, or for a na-

tion, to proceed with effective governance 

is many times in the form of a representa-

tive democracy. There’s nowhere in ACeP 

that describes a democratic organization or 

even the basis of democracy within a group 

as a one-site location. When we talk about 

getting confused, clearly there is confusion, 

and many times that type of confusion is 

present because there are groups that are 

trying to confuse the term for their own pur-

poses. it has been very, very clearly stated, 

by both AAeM and ACeP, what the tenants 

of a democratic group are about.

Wf: i’m pretty sure ACeP can validate 

this for me, but i think that most of us that 

deal with hospitals and hospital-based 

systems see that there’s a pretty strong 

trend in recent years that there are more 

emergency physicians directly employed, 

either by hospitals or related entities, than 

there are people practicing in democratic 

groups of any size. it’s obviously not what 

we’re talking about, but i think how impor-

tant this is or how relevant this is depends 

on how common or prevalent this practice 

model is. My sense is that it’s a little bit of 

an equal and realistic ownership opportu-

nity within their group. Alluding to some of 

the comments by the last two folks, several 

of those elements are very much about fair-

ness—due process, how you’re treated. 

rM: Let’s keep going around for other 

insights in terms of how you might meas-

ure that. Lynn, you want to jump in?

LM: i guess to the typical person, i think 

when you ask what democracy is, it mostly 

means one person equals one vote on all 

material things. in reality, most democracy 

is one person, one vote, but in general, it’s 

one person, one vote on things that come 

to a vote, not necessarily on all things 

that matter to that entity or organization 

or group. i wouldn’t even quarrel that the 

best definition of democracy is one person 

equals one vote on everything that matters. 

To me, the question is, is that the best or is 

that even a common model in emergency 

medicine today? in addition, i would say 

it’s neither common nor best if that precise 

definition is actually the definition. 

rM: You want to expand on that?

LM: Well, first off, i don’t think there are 

many groups that meet all the criteria that 

Savoy just recited. i’m not quarreling with 

them at all. i just don’t think there are many 

groups like that in any specialty and cer-

tainly not in emergency medicine. Second, 

with the pace of change and the challenges 

that face all of us these days, i just respect-

fully question whether it’s a practical model 

for “running a railroad,” if you will. i think if 

you take that to its logical extreme, it means 

that each person has equal responsibility 

for everything that the organization does, le-

gally, financially, etc. By and large in groups, 

even the ones that have one person, one 

vote, my experience has been that the work 

is never equal and the level of commitment 

to accountability and responsibility is never 

equal. There are pretty big differences even 

within groups that are largely or entirely 

democratic by even that strict definition.

rM: Great. Who hasn’t weighed in here? 

Dighton?

dP: i think we need to be definitive about 

what exactly we’re trying to define here 

because Savoy clearly enunciated what 

ACeP’s policy is and that’s what a demo-

cratic group is. What does “democracy” 

mean? We may be talking about two dif-

ferent definitions there. i think i would lean 

Clearly there is confusion, and many 

times that type of confusion is prese
nt 

because there are groups that are
 trying to 

confuse the term for their own purposes. 

It has been very, very clearly sta
ted, by 

both AAEM and ACEP, what the tenants of 

a democratic group are about.

—Savoy Brummer, MD, FACEP

“Fairly” is situational. What’s fair in one 

group is not fair in another. I thi
nk as 

long as each individual member is treat-

ed fairly within their own group, that’s 

what should count.

—Nicholas J. Jouriles, MD, FACEP

The important question is whether or not 

the democratic practice model is clear-

ly the best way to deliver care on behalf 

of populations or if it’s really a b
outique 

kind of activity that can only happen
 in 

increasingly rare circumstances.

—Wesley Fields, MD, FACEP
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an endangered species for the reasons that 

Dighton suggested, and i think folks that 

read ACEP Now probably need to know 

what the facts are.

Sb: We have 15 million visits that are seen 

in our democratic section. if you take a 

cross section of the groups that define 

themselves as democratic practices, 

which are within that section, 15 million 

visits is not a small number, and there are 

plenty out there that are just independent 

and don’t come to the section meetings. 

So it’s a much larger number than one 

would expect. 

Wf: i think it raises a question, not from 

the point of view of practitioners of emer-

gency medicine but from the point of view 

of payers and executives in hospital sys-

tems and other people that are interested 

in the triple aim. i think that what they want 

to know is whether or not democratic group 

structures actually add value to the quality 

of care on behalf of patients and popula-

tion. i think that’s becoming the market test 

and also the government challenge com-

ing at us from both employers and payers 

and people that run the federal programs. 

The important question is whether or not 

the democratic practice model is clearly 

the best way to deliver care on behalf of 

populations or if it’s really a boutique kind 

of activity that can only happen in increas-

ingly rare circumstances. 

LM: i think this will be on point to what 

Wes just said. My analogy: A friend of mine 

runs a large, large, large chain of nursing 

homes. i was talking to him the other day, 

and he was telling me about how his aver-

age length of stay was going down dramati-

cally and how his census was going up and 

yet his total occupancy was going down. i 

thought about all three of those data points. 

Those are metrics that in the past no one 

would have ever associated with a nursing 

home except occupancy percentage. no 

one talked about length of stay in a nurs-

ing home in the past. What’s happening 

with payment reform, with demonstration 

projects, with others putting somebody 

at risk, somebody who chooses to be at 

risk, working with an [accountable care 

organization] or other entity, etc., focus-

ing on the admission and the 90-day post-

acute after the admission, the simple fact 

is that people are trying to get patients in 

and out of nursing homes quickly, not just 

parking them there indefinitely. They’re ag-

gressively managing the therapy they re-

ceive. it’s an example of an industry that’s 

being absolutely transformed, not willingly 

but transformed by force, outside forces, 

into a whole new set of behaviors that they 

have no control of. They have no control of 

the forces that are acting on them. They’re 

simply reacting to those forces and those 

forces being the assumption of risk by 

some entity, like an ACo. increasingly, i 

think all of us in emergency medicine, and 

our colleagues in hospital medicine, are 

feeling those same pressures. When you 

think about the iT commitment and the or-

ganizational change that has to take place 

to make the group ready to accept risk, 

or be part of risk and reward, it’s just so 

hard to do that if you’re spending almost all 

CONTINUED on page 8

My doctors feel that they’re being trea
ted 

fairly both by my group and by the 

hospital. To some extent, I see that as 

part of my job to make sure that happens. 

—Dighton C. Packard, MD, FACEP
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that everyone has an equal vote, everyone’s 

going to do equal work, everyone’s going 

to write a check for capital expenditure 

for iT, etc. it’s just gotten so complicated. 

The good news is everyone on this call 

spends all day, every day with a group of 

people who are really, really smart. in my 

case, most of them are smarter than me, 

or all of them are smarter than me, but we 

all spend time around smart people. it’s 

not that doctors in emergency medicine 

are not capable of doing that. our experi-

ence is more and more they don’t want to 

do that. The ones who want to do that can 

find a place to do that in any group, either 

in a small group or midsize group or a big, 

a democratic group or a group like ours. 

if you want to do that work, you can find 

it, but if you don’t want to do that work, 

which is what we find more and more is the 

case, then you have to figure out where you 

want to be. And for me, the most important 

question for a doctor, any doctor, isn’t, is it 

a democratic group or not, but is it a group 

that’s going to win? is it a group that’s go-

ing to survive? That’s number one. And is 

it a group that’s going to win in a rapidly 

changing health care environment that re-

quires all of us to be and do things that 

we were not and could not do yesterday or 

last week? That to me is the better ques-

tion. not is Teamhealth a democratic group 

or not because we aren’t. The question is, 

are we going to win or not? The question 

is, is CeP going to win or not? The ques-

tion is, is the Akron General group going 

to win or not? And if you are, if that group 

has the chops and the commitment to win 

in that changing environment, then i think 

good doctors can find a great place in any 

of those organizations. 

rM: From my perspective, I often look 

nationally at different payers, providers, 

and others, and there are really four 

major transformations occurring: clini-

cal transformations, redesign; organi-

zational transformation occurring not 

only to accept risk but also to work in 

different ways than before; we’re see-

ing digital transformation, I think has 

been alluded to; and then financial 

transformation. So the big question is, 

what is the best structure to survive? 

Is there a difference? Next month we'll 

look at the obligations and responsibili-

ties you have with a democratic group 

in order to succeed, and what opportu-

nities you get from that structure.

Look for part two of this roundtable in the 
November issue of ACeP now. 

your work time on clinical care. Somebody 

has to spend a fair amount of time on the 

administrative piece and a fair amount of 

money on the administrative piece. i know 

when we first started, one of the doctors 

in my group said, “look, i appreciate the 

fact that you want to spend time on the 

business stuff, but it doesn’t really mean a 

damn thing to me, and i don’t think i should 

have to pay anything for the time you spend 

administratively.” Most groups feel like that. 

There are big groups, there are democratic 
groups that do have people who spend a 

lot of administrative time, so i’m not saying 

it’s all or none. But it’s very hard for a group 

to do that if, in fact, there’s an expectation 

is deMOcracy tHe GOld standard Or Just an ideal? | Continued from pAGe 7

By and large in groups, even the ones that 

have one person, one vote, my experience 

has been that the work is never equal and 

the level of commitment to accountability 

and responsibility is never equal.

—Lynn Massingale, MD, FACEP

MY 
VOICE 
MATTERS
Bryan Chow, MD  / Emergency Medicine Partner
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HOW MucH dO 
eMerGency 
pHysicians 

MaKe?
2015 Compensation report 

BY BArB KATz

T his year’s compensation report continues to 
reflect the total lack of standardization in the 
specialty, further proving the supply-demand 
status of the market. Jobs in highly desir-

able lifestyle areas feature significantly lower incomes 
because those employers don’t need to use dollars as a 
draw. The following numbers are based on 1,632 clinical 
hours per year and include incentive bonuses and RVUs 
where applicable. The annual incomes include a basic 
benefits package worth $25K. Sign-on bonuses, loan 
assistance, and other perks are not included. Rankings 
are based on state averages, not the sporadic highs.

HIGHEST REGIONAL INCOME

LOWEST 
REGIONAL 

INCOME

ARIZONA: Average of $160 per hr./$286K 
annually, high of $225 per hr./$392K annually 
in Kingman, $250K annually in Phoenix

CALIFORNIA: Average of $220 per hr./$384K, 
high of $291 per hr./$500K annually, $500K 
annually in los Angeles

COLORADO: Average of $150 per hr./$269K 
annually, no significant highs

HAWAII: Average of $140 per hr./$253K annu-
ally, no significant highs

NEVADA: Average of $195 per hr./$343K 
annually in las Vegas, no significant highs

NEW MEXICO: Average of $224 per hr./ 
$390K annually, high of $308 per hr./$525K 
annually in roswell/Carlsbad area

OKLAHOMA: Average of $210 per hr./$367K 
annually, high of $220 per hr./$367K annually

TEXAS: Average of $242 per hr./$419K 
annually, high of $300 per hr./$515K annu-
ally, $450K annually in houston and Dallas, 
$380K annually in San Antonio and Austin

UTAH: n/A

Texas, New Mexico, and California  
drive the high dollars in ThE WESTErN 
rEGION, with dramatic lows in Colorado, 
Arizona, and hawaii.

ALASKA: Average of $140 per hr./$253K 
annually, no significant highs (or jobs for that matter)

IDAHO: Average of $135 per hr./$245K annually, 
no significant highs (or jobs for that matter)

MONTANA: Average of $175 per hr./$310K 
annually, no significant highs (or jobs for that matter)

OREGON: Average of $176 per hr./$312K 
annually, no significant highs (or jobs for that matter)

WASHINGTON: Average of $185 per hr./ $296K 
annually, high of $250 per hr./$400K annually

WYOMING: Average of $185 per hr./$327K 
annually, high of $230 per hr./$400K annually

Nothing seems to change in 
ThE PACIfIC NOrThWEST, land of low 
incomes and high mountains.

ILLINOIS: Average of $214 per hr./$374K 
annually, high of $291 per hr./$500K annually, 
$325K annually in Chicago

INDIANA: Average of $197 per hr./$346K 
annually, high of $260 per hr./$450K annually

IOWA: Average of $194 per hr./$340K annually, 
high of $272 per hr./$468K annually

KANSAS: Average of $200 per hr./$351K 
annually, no significant highs

KENTUCKY: Average of $200 per hr./$351K 
annually, high of $230 per hr./$394K annually

MICHIGAN: Average of $175 per hr./$310K 
annually, high of $192 per hr./$338K annually, 
$340K annually in Upper realm

MINNESOTA: Average of $175 per hr./$310K 
annually, high of $200 per hr./$351K annually

MISSOURI: Average of $210 per hr./$367K 
annually, high of $300 per hr./$515K annually, 
$275 per hr. in St. louis

NEBRASKA: Average of $200 per hr./$351K 
annually, no significant highs

NORTH DAKOTA: Average of $208 per hr./ 
$365K annually, high of $291 per hr./$500K 
annually

OHIO: Average of $186 per hr./$328K annually, 
no significant highs

SOUTH DAKOTA: n/A

WISCONSIN: Average of $223 per hr./$390K 
annually, high of $300 per hr./$515K annually, 
$300K annually in Madison/Milwaukee

ThE MIDWEST is closing in 
(despite dodgy numbers in closed-
mouthed Ohio) due to the boom state 
of North Dakota and increases 
throughout the region.

ALABAMA: Average of $196 per hr./$344K 
annually, high of $291 per hr./$500K annually 
in Southeast

ARKANSAS: Average of $201 per hr./$352K 
annually, high of $225 per hr./$392K annually

FLORIDA: Average of $205 per hr./$359K 
annually, high of $291 per hr./$500K annually 
in Southwest Coast

GEORGIA: Average of $220 per hr./$384K 
annually, high of $250 per hr./$432K annually, 
$430K+ annually in Atlanta

LOUISIANA: Average of $214 per hr./$374K 
annually, high of $250 per hr./$432K annually

MISSISSIPPI: Average of $250 per hr./ 
$432K annually, high of $300 per hr./$515K 
annually on Gulf Coast

NORTH CAROLINA: Average of $210 per hr. 
/$367K annually, high of $225 per hr./$392K 
annually

SOUTH CAROLINA: Average of $200 per 
hr./$351K annually, high of $291 per hr./$500K 
annually

TENNESSEE: Average of $200 per hr./ 
$351K annually, high of $260 per hr./$440K 
annually 

ThE SOUThEAST leads the country in 
compensation, with all state income 
averages near or topping $200 per 
hour. louisiana is back in the top 10 for 
the first time since hurricane Katrina!

BOTTOM 10 STATES 
fOr COMPENSATION

TOP 10 STATES 
fOr COMPENSATION

1. Mississippi
2. Texas
3. new Mexico
4. Wisconsin
5. California

6. Georgia
7. illinois
8. louisiana
9. oklahoma

10. Missouri

1. District of Columbia

2. idaho
3. hawaii
4. Colorado
5. Maine

6. Washington
7. Maryland
8. Arizona

9. new york
10. Massachusetts

TrENDS
•  The percentage of jobs open to primary care–boarded physicians is 37 percent, up 6 percent from last year.

•  Sign-on bonuses are increasing, with the average at $25K and the high at $50K; most do not include relo-
cation. It is difficult to pinpoint the percentage of employers that offer sign-ons, but it is around 75 percent.

•  The good news is that emergency physician incomes are up 10 percent across the board from last year. 

•  The benchmark of $200 per hour continues to prevail, spreading into the Middle Atlantic but remaining 
elusive in the Northeast and Pacific Northwest. 

•  Regional averages show the Southeast still leads in highest average compensation but is followed 
closely by the Midwest and Western states.

DELAWARE: Average of $180 per hr./$318K 
annually, no significant highs

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: Average of $132 
per hr./$240K annually, no significant highs

MARYLAND: Average of $155 per hr./$278K 
annually, high of $200 per hr./$351K annually in 
Cumberland region

NEW JERSEY: Average of $180 per hr./$318K 
annually, high of $200 per hr./$351K annually

PENNSYLVANIA: Average of $200 per 
hr./$351K annually, high of $230 per hr./$400K 
annually, $375K annually in Pittsburgh, $300K 
annually in Philadelphia

VIRGINIA: Average of $194 per hr./$341K 
annually, high of $256 per hr./$442K annually

WEST VIRGINIA: Average of $175 per 
hr./$310K annually, no significant highs

ThE MIDDlE ATlANTIC states expe-
rienced about a 10 percent earnings 
hike but primarily in Pennsylvania, with 
other states staying mostly the same.

CONNECTICUT:  Average of $175 per 
hr./$310K annually, no significant highs

MAINE: Average of $150 per hr./$271K annu-
ally, no significant highs

MASSACHUSETTS: Average of $170 per 
hr./$302K annually, high of $225 per hr./$392K 
annually, $150–$179 per hr. in Boston

NEW HAMPSHIRE: Average of $180 per 
hr./$318K annually, no significant highs

NEW YORK: Average of $168 per hr./$299K 
annually, high of $225 per hr./$392K annually, 
$270K annually in New York City

RHODE ISLAND: Average of $155 per 
hr./$278K annually, no significant highs

VERMONT: Average of $180 per hr./$318K 
annually, no significant highs

ThE NOrThEASTErN states also 
remain predominately the same, 
with increases in New hampshire 
and New York.
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THEN & NOW

 1. JACEP cover from 38 years ago.

2. San Francisco was featured as the fifth ACEP Scientific Assembly 
location and has continued to be a favorite venue ever since.

3. Telemedicine in the '70s? Amazing how some topics seem 
to resurface over time. Looking at the title and the era, would you 
have expected a soup can and a string? Page 440 shows the 
state-of-the-art telemedicine equipment being used in 1977.

—Compliments of Bruce Walmsley, MD, FACEP

Scientific aSSeMbLy 
StiLL going Strong
This month, emergency physicians 
will join their colleagues in Boston 
for education and networking at 
ACeP15. in 1977, ACeP members 
were traveling to the opposite side 
of the country for the Scientific 
Assembly—but some of the hot topics 
for discussion haven’t changed.  

2

3

1

Are you a current Director 
or aspiring to be one?
Join us for ACEP’s ED Directors 
Academy, to hear from veteran 
practitioners and management experts 
offering you tried-and-true solutions 
to dealing with difficult staffing issues, 
creating patient satisfaction, and 
preventing errors and malpractice. 
Learn why so many see this as the must 
attend conference for ED directors and 
those aspiring to become director.

February 8-12, 2016 | DALLAS, TX

Register today at www.acep.org/edda

or call 800-798-1822, ext. 5

BEGIN YOUR JOURNEY WITH PHASE I

151002

November 2015-Phase I

SOLD OUT

151002-EDDA Phase 1.indd   1 8/25/15   1:16 PM

NEMPAC is the political fund sustained solely by the contributions of ACEP members to support the election of congressional 
candidates who share a commitment to emergency medicine. Contributions to NEMPAC are strictly voluntary. Contributions to 
NEMPAC are used for political purposes and are not tax deductible.

NEMPAC/USACS PAC 
FUNDRAISING EVENTS 
HELP ELECT  
EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS 
TO CONGRESS
Oct. 24 @ 5:30PM — Dr. Joe Heck 
(R-NV) for U.S. Senate, Westin Waterfront
Oct. 26 @ 9:30AM — Dr. Raul Ruiz 
(D-CA), NEMPAC VIP Lounge

A donation is required to attend each event.

NEMPAC NEMPAC VIP Access Pass Required  
VIP DONOR LOUNGE
BCEC, Foyer outside ACEP Exhibit Hall

Oct. 26 — Oct. 28 
8:00 AM – 4:00 PM
Complimentary breakfast, lunch and snacks 
available along with professional shoulder/neck 
massage, and use of computers/printers and 
television. Give-a-Shift donors will receive a special 
thank you gift from the NEMPAC Board.

National Emergency Medicine PAC

For more information or  
to contribute, please visit 
www.acep.org/NEMPAC.

NEMPAC NEMPAC VIP Access Pass Required  
VIP RECEPTION
John F. Kennedy Presidential  
Library & Museum

Oct. 25 
7:00 PM – 9:00 PM
“Give-a-Shift” donors ($1200 annually, Residents  
$120); + one guest • “Sterling” donors ($600 to  
$1199, Residents $60) • Shuttle transportation will 
be provided.

NEMPAC 
COUNCIL CHALLENGE 
ACEP Council Meeting 
BCEC, Grand Ballroom Foyer

Oct. 24 & Oct. 25

All State Delegations and Sections who reach 
100% NEMPAC participation will be entered into  
a drawing. The winning chapter/section members 
will be eligible to attend all NEMPAC VIP events.
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The Council officer candidates responded to 
the following question:

What one skill do you possess that 
would be critical to running a successful 

Council meeting?

CounCil sPEAkEr
The following is a candidate for 

ACEP Council Speaker.

James M. Cusick, MD, FACEP 
(Colorado)
Current Professional Positions: emer-
gency physician, First Choice ER, Thornton, 
Colorado
Internships and Residency: internal medi-
cine internship, St. Elizabeth’s Hospital Medi-
cal Center (NEOUCOM), Youngstown, Ohio; 
ED elective (two months), Lincoln Hospital 
and Mental Health Center, South Bronx, 
New York; emergency medicine residency, 
Kern County Medical Center, Bakersfield, 
California
Medical Degree: MD, Fifth Pathway: Nas-
sau County Medical Center/SUNY Stony 
Brook, New York (1983)

Having been your recent Council Vice 
Speaker for two years, I sincerely be-

lieve there is no “one skill” that is critical to 
running a successful Council meeting. In-
stead, it requires a multitude of simultaneous 
technical skills, a solid Council and College 
knowledge base, and a keen sense of aware-
ness of one’s immediate surroundings. Main-
taining a good sense of humor, being quick 
of wit, and possessing a cunning ability 

to hear and feel “the collective will of the 
Council” strongly support success.

Keeping track of time and being respect-
ful of each other as we deliberate on the floor 
are extremely important to our success in do-
ing the annual business of the Council. This 
is our tradition; combined with adherence 
to bylaws, Council standing rules, and hon-
est heartfelt debate of our resolutions, we 
reap the rewards of improved patient care, 
support of our membership, and clarity/di-
rection of purpose. I appreciate our process.

Being a good speaker and running a suc-
cessful meeting involves being a good com-
municator. Quality communications begin 
with being a good listener, being open-
minded, and understanding the value of 
different opinions and sometimes seemingly 
divergent views in a collegial manner while 
always considering the unintended conse-
quences of all actions. 

I have the ability, “skills,” and personal-
ity of an excellent communicator and will 
bring the level of communication to new 
heights. I believe I have the “right stuff” 
and now the appropriate training to be an 
excellent Council Speaker and will strive to 
do so with the help of many College lead-
ers, Councillors and Past Speakers as val-
ued resources.

 

CounCil viCE sPEAkEr
The following are candidates for 

ACEP Council Vice Speaker.

Sabina Braithwaite, MD, MPH, 
FACEP (Kansas)
Current Professional Positions: associate 
medical director, Medical Control Board, 
EMS System for Metropolitan Oklahoma 
City and Tulsa, Oklahoma (part time); clini-

cal educator, Teleflex; EMS system medical 
director, Wichita-Sedgwick County EMS Sys-
tem, Kansas; attending emergency physi-
cian, Green Country Emergency Physicians, 
Hillcrest Medical Center, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Internships and Residency: medical in-
ternship, Medical College of Virginia, Rich-
mond; emergency medicine residency, 
Medical College of Hampton Roads, Norfolk
Medical Degree: MD, Medical College of 
Virginia (1991)

I believe the most critical skill to suc-
cessfully running a Council meeting is 

the ability to actively listen. Critically listen-
ing to the tenor and content of information 
shared by the Council will facilitate shaping 
the will of the Council into specific, achieva-
ble guidance for the Board. While other skills 
I possess are also important, I am confident 
that these must be rooted first in the ability to 
listen. I feel strongly that the Speaker’s role 
is not to push forward their own opinion but 
rather to fully evoke and articulate the voice 
of the Council—and to keep the meeting pro-
ductive, on time, and reflective of the diverse 
and engaging individuals who make up our 
profession.

Gary R. Katz, MD, MBA, FACEP 
(Ohio)
Current Professional Positions: system 
medical officer, The Schumacher Group; vice 
president, clinical quality and service excel-
lence, Premier Physician Services; facility 
medical director, Memorial Health, Marys-
ville, Ohio
Internships and Residency: emergency 
medicine residency, Summa Health System; 
emergency medicine internship, Summa 
Health System

Meet the 
CounCil 
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Medical Degree: MD, Medical College of 
Ohio (1998)

Our Council is similar to work in the ED. 
Many wish to speak, often with com-

peting wants. The effective leader must form 
order from chaos, help create solutions, and 
get participants feeling their efforts were time 
well spent. Helping others to “find their voice” 
is a skill that I can bring as Vice Speaker. 

I have experience as Speaker, having 
served as Chair of the American Medical As-
sociation Young Physicians Section. There, 
physicians from all specialties represented 
an array of interests, making collaboration es-
sential. Execution of fair and efficient meet-
ings was critical to achieve success. I served 
two terms as Ohio Chapter ACEP President, 
where balancing organizational goals with 
the governance of a varied board was a neces-
sity. Through these experiences, I have proven 
my skills for the office of Vice Speaker.

Facilitating fair debate is important. For 
some, public speaking is a barrier, while oth-
ers struggle in the other direction. The Speak-
er must work to uplift those who need support 
and encourage balance from others. 

It has been said, “Everything needs to be 
said, just not by everybody.” The Speaker 
should help each person find their voice so all 
comments add value while strengthening ref-
erence committees’ focus on consensus build-

ing. Through this approach, an efficient and 
vetted consent calendar would free time to de-
bate more controversial topics, removing the 
rushed pressure to close debate prematurely.

The diversity of our Council can create rich 
solutions. The Vice Speaker must assure peo-
ple find their voice so we may enjoy progress 
and results. I can do that.

Col. (ret.) John McManus, MD, MBA, 
MCR, FACEP (Georgia)
Current Professional Positions: EMS fel-
lowship director and professor of emergency 
medicine, Georgia Regents University, Augusta
Internships and Residency: transitional in-
ternship, Eisenhower Army Medical Center, 
Augusta, Georgia; chief resident, emergency 
medicine, Fort Lewis, Washington
Medical Degree: MD, Medical College of 
Georgia (1992)

I’ve spent several years working in both 
medicine and the military for many 

great leaders, and much to my surprise, the 
leaders at most of my jobs did not fit com-
monly espoused theories of leadership. Al-
though several of my previous leaders and 
mentors were charismatic, possessed a 
commanding presence, were visionary and 
educated at elite schools, all of the most suc-
cessful were servant leaders. Over the past 

two decades as I have moved up in the lead-
ership ranks, I have relied on being a servant 
leader as one of my most prized qualities to 
build consensus, motivate colleagues and 
peers, as well as mentor future medical pro-
viders off and on the battlefield. A servant 
leader is one who leads by example and is 
people-centric. This leader is valued service 
to others and believes they have a duty of 
stewardship. I tend to be a humble but pas-
sionate operator in my organizations who be-
lieves every member should be treated with 
equal respect and their opinions valued. 
Servant leaders are felt to be effective be-
cause the needs of followers are so looked af-
ter that they reach their full potential, hence 
perform at their best. The strength of this way 
of looking at leadership is that it forces one 
away from self-serving, domineering lead-
ership and makes one who is leading think 
harder about how to respect, value, and mo-
tivate people working with them. I look for-
ward to the potential opportunity to serve the 
Council in this capacity.

Robert C. Solomon, MD, FACEP
Current Professional Positions: attending 
physician, UPMC St. Margaret, Pittsburgh
Internships and Residency: internal medi-
cine residency, The Western Pennsylvania 
Hospital Emergency Medicine Residency, 

Pittsburgh
Medical Degree: MD, University of Pittsburgh 
School of Medicine (1982)

Arguably, the key to running a success-
ful meeting is preparation. Ideally, 

every Councillor comes to the meeting hav-
ing carefully read and considered all of the 
resolutions, including background material, 
ready to engage in illuminating and pithy 
debate. Much more important, perhaps, 
is that the presiding officers have a firm 
grasp of all business that is to come before 
the Council. Command of parliamentary 
procedure is valuable, but more valuable 
still is the ability to keep debate focused on 
substance, and that requires a clear sense 
of what each matter under consideration is 
really all about and what essential issues 
must be decided. To borrow an analogy from 
my many years of experience in writing and 
editing, it matters little if the grammar and 
punctuation are all correct (although they 
must be!) if one reads the article and finds 
oneself saying, perplexed, “Huh?” My six 
years on the Bylaws Committee (three as 
Chair) taught me the importance of atten-
tion to detail and the even greater necessity 
of clarity. Strong preparatory work, with that 
kind of attention to detail and clarity, will 
enable me to run Council meetings that are 
focused and productive.
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A typical exchange at a Supercross event: 
Doc: “What happened?”
Rider: “Doc, I missed the holeshot. I had it pinned and was 
pushing through traffic. I was railing off of the berm trying 
to scrub that first triple when this squid whiskey throttled 
off of the face of that whoop, got squirrelly, and cased the 
second jump. I totally nailed him and endoed into the ruts. 
Got roosted on by about five dudes. I think I landed right on 
his foot peg.”

Doc: “So what hurts?”
Rider: “Everything!”

Doc: “Let’s get you checked out.”
Huh?!

Dirt bike racing is not in the realm of experience for most 
emergency docs, but for two emergency physicians, John 
Bodnar, MD, aka “Doc Bodnar,” and myself, Jim Kennedye, 
MD, MPH, FACEP, or simply “Doctor Jim,” it is second nature. 
Both of us are board-certified emergency physicians practic-
ing full-time in EDs out of California and Oklahoma, respec-
tively, and both have been riding and racing dirt bikes since 
the 1970s, when the sport of professional dirt bike racing, also 
known as “motocross,” exploded in popularity. 

Doc Bodnar is the founding member and serves as medi-
cal director of the Asterisk Mobile Medical Center (AMMC). 
A team of professionals staffs the AMMC and provides medi-
cal treatment and stabilization services for the athletes and 
crews of the Monster Energy Supercross series and the Amer-

ican Motorcyclist Association (AMA) Motocross Nationals 
across the United States. It is made up of a rotating crew of 
emergency nurses, orthopedic surgeons, physical therapists, 
and athletic trainers led by Doc Bodnar and head athletic 
trainer Eddie Casillas. 

Motorsports 101
“Supercross” is the term for dirt bike racing at its highest 
level that occurs in major professional football and baseball 
stadiums across the country. The tracks of Supercross tend 
to be highly technical and shorter due to space constraints. 
“Motocross” tends to refer to longer outdoor tracks in more 
rural areas, which are less technical but come with the risks 
inherent with more riders and much higher speeds. 

The racers at these events are professional athletes in every 
sense of the word, and top racers regularly demonstrate aero-
bic fitness on par with that of any athlete across all sports as 
measured by the VO2 max. Also, a top racer may have a six- to 
seven-figure income, and grounding them due to medical in-
jury, a role assumed by the ED docs, is something never taken 
lightly. As you might expect, concussions, contusions, and 
various orthopedic trauma are commonplace during practice 
and racing sessions. However, riders and their crews are often 
on the road for 30 weeks or more out of the year and have all 
the typical non-racing-related ailments one might see in the 
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EM in the Dirt
Emergency physicians man the trenches for the Asterisk Mobile Medical Center 
in packed Supercross stadiums across the country

BY JAMES r. KENNEDYE, MD, MPh, fACEP  |  PhOTOGrAPhY BY rENéE fErNANDES/rENEEMEDIA

F
ew people would argue whether the specialty of emergency 
medicine has its own medical jargon that leaves most people 
scratching their heads. Occasionally, even our patients have 
been known to say (or ingest) things that may send us running 

to Google or Urban Dictionary. However, the emergency physicians 
who work in motorsports also have a language all their own.



ED on a typical day. If necessary, AMMC physicians are able to 
function as proxy primary physicians.

Most uninitiated people wonder how hard can it be just rid-
ing around a track. I’ve played most any sport you can think 
of, and riding motocross bikes on a track environment is the 
most aerobically demanding thing I’ve ever done bar none! 
Every muscle group is firing for 30 to 60 minutes at a time, 
and you’re constantly subject to forces many times the force 
of gravity while the bike is trying to throw you on your head. 
The skills of the pro riders are mind-boggling. Yet despite the 
speeds and heights attained by the racers, severe, life-threat-
ening injuries are quite rare. 

On the Course
During practice or race time, the emergency physicians and 
other members of the team position themselves trackside, keep-
ing their “heads on a swivel,” monitoring for crashes and in-
juries while protecting their own safety. Coordination with the 
promoter and race officials is carried out via headset radio. If an 
accident occurs and the riders are unable to get up on their own 
and return to the action or to the pit area, Doc Bodnar and I have 
at our disposal several “medical mules,” which are converted 
four-wheel off-road vehicles. After stabilization and immobili-
zation takes place trackside, they will transport the rider back 
to the AMMC, which is a large two-story 18-wheel rig that essen-

tially functions as a mobile ED. It is equipped with ultrasound, 
fluoroscopy, slit lamp, and all of the necessary equipment for 
treatment of fractures, dislocations, and wounds. 

Doc Bodnar and I also organize local emergency medical ser-
vices crews who are on scene to provide care and transport pa-
tients who require a higher level of care to the ED, if necessary. 
Between events, we provide post-concussion monitoring for the 
riders, helping guide them back safely to racing status. Addi-
tionally, we contribute to safety instruction for racers and pro-
vide constant feedback to racing equipment manufacturers that 
helps with innovation efforts. We’ve really become ingrained in 
the culture of professional motocross racing and have earned 
the respect of the riders, teams, and sanctioning bodies. It re-
ally helps to speak the language of medicine and motocross.

Why do we do it? Well, our skills set makes us uniquely quali-
fied to coordinate the mission of the AMMC, and we enjoy the 
family environment of the teams. However, like all emergency 
physicians, we are adrenaline junkies and just love the sport. 
Once the love of riding gets in your blood, it’s hard to get it out. 
This allows us to fuse our love of medicine and motorcycles … 
plus, we’re terrible at golf.

Dr. KENNEDYE is a physician at St. Francis Hospital/EMP 
of Tulsa and serves on the Oklahoma Chapter ACEP Board and 
as an ACEP Councillor. He recently survived his first Sturgis 
Motorcycle Rally.

ABOVE:

Dr. Kennedye has been working on the medical 
staff for the Monster Energy Supercross and 
AMA National races since 2006. He spends a few 
weekends each race season traveling primarily the 
Midwest to be a part of the sport that he loves. 
Dr. Kennedye has been active in motocross 
since he was eight years old.

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

The Asterisk Mobile Medical Center travels 
across the country for the Monster Energy Su-
percross series and the AMA National Motocross 
series. The unit has four beds and the equipment 
needed to treat sick or injured riders and sup-
port staff. The AMMC has on board fluoroscopy, 
ultrasound, and cardiac monitoring/advanced 
cardiac life support equipment as well as sup-
plies for managing fractures, lacerations, and 
various other medical issues. Routinely, injuries 
exceed the ability of the AMMC’s capabilities and 
patients are transferred to local hospitals for 
a higher level of care. 

Dr. Kennedye checks a rider in the Asterisk 
Mobile Medical Center during the Monster 
Energy Supercross races in Arlington, Texas.

Dr. Kennedye, left, and Dr. Bodnar, right, check 
a rider in the AAMC.

Dr. Kennedye keeps a very close eye on the 
action during the Monster Energy Supercross 
races. Dr. Kennedye stays on the track during the 
race to watch the riders and says a hard part of 
his job is watching out for the inherent 
dangers of being on the track.

Dr. Kennedye keeps an eye on a rider on the 
back of the Asterisk Medical Mule as he and 
Dr. Bodnar transport him off the track and back 
to the medical center for evaluation.
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As you might 
expect, 
concussions, 
contusions, 
and various 
orthopedic 
trauma are 
commonplace 
during 
practice 
and racing 
sessions.
–Dr. Kennedye
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Dr. Kimes recently spoke with ACEP Now 
Medical Editor-in-Chief Kevin Klauer, DO, EJD, 
FACEP, about why he and his wife decided to 
join the show and the challenges of juggling 
career, family, and TV. Here are some high-
lights from their conversation.

KK: Where are you located?
dK: We’re about 20 minutes outside of Atlan-
ta. I did my training at Grady Memorial Hos-
pital for Emory. I was there from 2001 to 2004. 

KK: How long have you two been married?
dK: Almost 20 years. This past August 16 will 
make 18 years married, but we dated for about 
three years before that. 

KK: You thinking you’re going to make it 
to 20 years?  :)
dK: Oh, yeah. If nothing else, everything that’s 
transpired has really made us a lot closer. Prob-
ably the opposite of what people might think, 
just doing something where it’s you against 
the world, it’s really brought us really close. 

KK: Let me tell you what brought you and I 
together. So here I am on the elliptical, and 
Bravo is on the TV, Married to Medicine. 
You two are going out on a date night, and 
your daughter told your wife, “You are not 
going out dressed like that!” Then it comes 
out in the discussion that you’re an emer-
gency physician. “Oh, my gosh! It’s one of 
my colleagues,” I thought. I got really in-
terested in it at that point. When did you 
get involved with the show? 
dK: Actually, we were involved from the on-
set. There is a young lady who is on the show, 
Mariah Huq, who heard about us through 
mutual friends. Dr. Eugene Harris and Toya 
Bush-Harris are friends of ours also. I actu-
ally helped Dr. Harris get his first ER job. Toya 
was already on the pilot for the show, and 
she said, “You know, I think Heavenly Kimes 
would really fit well.” We made it on one of 
the episodes, a very controversial episode. 
There was actually a fight between a couple 
of young ladies. 

KK: It wasn’t a fight between Heavenly and 
some other lady?
dK: Oh, no. No, no, no. We were just inno-
cent bystanders. They showed Heavenly and 
me, and she had a pretty dramatic reaction to 
the fight. She was actually really shocked and 
saddened that it had gotten to that level. My 
wife has owned up to seven dental practices, 
and I’ve been sort of her protégé in terms of 
business because she’s really taught me a lot 
about how to manage a business. We thought, 
in addition to having some laughs and doing 
something we could tell our grandkids about, 
we would maybe inspire somebody who may 
be pigeonholed into one career and won’t re-
ally get to try anything else. A lot of emergency 

physicians are super-talented folks and are ca-
pable of doing many things. 

KK: How long is the filming season? 
dK: It’s several months. It can range any-
where from five to seven months. You do an 
intense filming where you’re filming three to 
four times a week for about five to six months. 
Then there are little pickup episodes where 
they wanted to get a little more information 
about certain scenes.

KK: How many hours in a day and how 
many days in a row are they filming? 
dK: Usually, you get a couple days off dur-
ing the week, like Sunday and Monday typi-
cally. You end up filming between two and five 
hours a day. 

KK: Damon, you seem like a pretty pol-
ished guy. Is there any portion that’s 
scripted? 
dK: Honestly, it’s completely reality. At first, 
I was very nervous while being filmed, and 
I don’t really think I was giving a total real-
ity just because I was so aware of the cameras 
and things going on around me. Then after 
a while, it becomes second nature because 
these folks are in your home. After a while, it 
becomes routine. 

B etween working shifts, keeping current with medical 
research, managing life outside of work, and maybe 
raising a family, most emergency physicians have a lot 
on their plates. Now imagine adding a grueling filming 
schedule and the publicity appearances and other re-
sponsibilities that come with being a television star to 

the mix. That’s just what emergency physician Damon C. Kimes, MD, 
and his wife, Heavenly Kimes, DDS, a dentist, decided to do when 
they joined the cast of the Bravo reality show Married to Medicine. The 
show follows the lives of several Atlanta-based physicians and their 
spouses as they work to balance careers, family, and friendships.

KK: How are they always in the right place 
at the right time?
dK: Well, if you put a couple folks together 
and they all have strong personalities, you’re 
going to get a good story. It may be that they 
filmed for a couple of hours, but you only see 
about 30 seconds. 

KK: Have you ever realized that you said 
or did something that you just wished you 
hadn’t? 
dK: Oh, yeah. All the time and also on film 
as well. 

KK: What’s your best example of, “I cannot 
believe that I just said that”?
dK: They didn’t actually show this, but I was 
joking around with my wife about her doing 
some surgery or something, but it was some-
thing that was sensitive to her, so she really 
got upset. I was so thankful that they didn’t 
show it because I immediately apologized. I 
didn’t realize that it would hit her that hard. 

KK: Can you remember feeling, “Oh, no, 
that did not just happen”? 
dK: Well, my wife uses curse words a lot more 
than I would. Almost every time she says a 
curse world, I cringe. You can imagine, if you 
watch the show enough, that I’m cringing 
almost constantly. 

KK: Has this opened up any other doors? 
dK: Sure. My wife has opened up a dating app. 
It’s piq.dating. That’s really gone pretty far. 
She’s been on countless interviews and other 
television shows that have highlighted what 
she does and her personality. It’s really opened 
a lot of doors. And, for me, ACEP Now is inter-
viewing me, and I think that’s pretty awesome. 

KK: I’m not pressuring you, but it would 
be interesting to people to know: Do you 
get compensated for being on the show? 
dK: Yes, we do. 

KK: You’re giving your time, you’re expos-
ing your family, so why not?
dK: Especially for physicians and dentists 
and other professionals, this is real time that’s 
away from your practice or in addition to your 
practice. I don’t get compensated because it’s 
really my wife who is the main character, but 
she gets compensated. 

KK: Are there other emergency physicians 
involved?
dK: They’ve also got Dr. Eugene Harris, Dr. 
Darren Naugles, and Dr. Aydin Huq. 

KK: Well, I really appreciate it, and you 
have a great day, Damon. 

Saying “i do” to tV
Married to Medicine stars Drs. heavenly and damon Kimes add  
television to their list of professional accomplishments

Damon and 
Heavenly Kimes. 

INSET: The Kimes 
children also appear 
on Married to Medi-
cine. Clockwise 
from right: Alaura, 
Damon Jr., and 
Zachary.
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let’s set the stage with a couple of 
industry quotes. 

“We’re sorry, but we have no idea how 
we perform on the procedure you are 
having. We can’t tell you if our physi-
cians use the best treatments—the treat-
ments shown in the literature to be the 
best … but trust us, we have some great 
physicians, and we deliver great care. 
We just can’t prove it.”1

“Putting a single, predictable price tag on 
a medical procedure allows a hospital to 
position these services as ‘branded prod-
ucts’ and to compete on cost and quality. 
The common element is the necessity to 
leverage both cost and quality data to 
craft an evidence-based economic and 
clinical value story that the organization 
can share with payers and employers.”2

The above quotes capture the essence of 
the hospital C-suite’s dilemma today: per-
sistently driving toward greater value while 
dealing with the pervasive and pressing issue 
of first defining and then actually measuring 
quality and cost, the two major components 
of their value statement.

So what is emergency medicine doing to 
become the primary driver and answer for 
today’s hospital executives? Whether an em-

ployed, contracted, or an academic practice, 
emergency medicine can become the epicent-
er of answers for disruptive innovation and 
positive change in every hospital. 

Before tackling the issue of emergency 
medicine becoming the answer to this C-
suite dilemma, it is first important to note 
how emergency medicine will not only not 
become an answer but alternatively can per-

sist as a center of problems for hospital execu-
tives. There needs to be a concerted effort by 
the specialty to tighten up its own house first. 
According to Kanzaria et al, “over 82 percent 
of respondents believe too many diagnostic 
tests are ordered in their own emergency de-
partments.”3 Some degree of intraphysician 
variability is acceptable. However, it is im-
perative that we reduce wide variation in pa-
tient treatments and diagnostics. W. Richard 
Bukata, MD, medical director for The Center 
for Medical Education, Inc., discusses prac-
tice variability specifically regarding com-
puted tomography scans and plain X-rays.4 
Stephen Klasko, MD, MBA, president and 
CEO of Thomas Jefferson University in Phila-
delphia, provides valuable perspective here: 
“Doesn’t it stink that Nick Foles has a better 
idea of whether a screen pass will work in a 
given situation than I do of knowing whether 
a cancer drug will work?”5 This is prime time 
for evidence-based medicine. 

Can emergency medicine become the ep-
icenter of positive change, innovation, and 
solutions for today’s C-suite? The answer is a 
resounding yes. This is an incredibly exciting 
time for the specialty. If yes, then how? 

First, the practice needs to be as efficient 
and financially successful as possible. This re-
quires constant and persistent vigilance over 

CONTINUED on page 18

There needs to be 
a concerted effort 
by the specialty to 
tighten up its own 
house first. Accord-
ing to Kanzaria et al, 
“over 82 percent of 
respondents believe 
too many diagnostic 
tests are ordered in 
their own emergency 
departments.”

Emergency Medicine 
Scaling the Triple Aim

How to succeed 
in your hospital’s 
quest for value
BY JOhN G. hOlSTEIN AND 
ANDrEW SAMA, MD, fACEP
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all practice metrics. As reported by Wall Street 
Journal reporter Stephanie Armour, patient 
volumes continue to rise across the United 
States.6 Additionally, as the Medicaid rollout 
continues, virtually every practice is seeing a 
shift in its payer mix. Monitoring the acuity, 
clinical, and payer mixes of practices is im-
perative today because very minor shifts can 
have substantial impacts. There can be subtle 
shifts today, especially in these days of Med-
icaid expansion. The former self-pay patient 
now insured via Medicaid generates new rev-
enue. However, leakage from the former com-
mercial patient mix into Medicaid may cause 
substantial revenue loss. (See “Role Reversal: 
Chasing the Insured for Payment” in the July 
2015 issue of ACEP Now for more on this chal-
lenging situation.) 

Along with these changes, efficient staff-
ing—meaning the matching of physicians, ad-
vanced practice providers, and scribes, where 
appropriate—becomes increasingly impor-
tant. The monitoring of the clinical mix will 
also become more important as ICD-10 rolls 
out later this year. 

Ultimately, the development, refinement, 
and definition of emergency medicine’s value 
statement are at stake here. Components of 
the evolving value statement include: 

•  The ED as the center for acute undiffer-
entiated care.

•  The ED as the rapid, high-quality diag-
nostic center.

•  Asplin et al suggest this may also require 
changing the approach to intermediate 
and complex patient conditions.7 

•  The ED as a key hospital center for iden-
tification of frequent users, hot spotters, 
and mental health patients.

•  Emergency physicians as master diag-
nosticians.

•  Emergency physicians as master play-
callers in care coordination to subspe-
cialists.

•  Emergency medicine as a major source of 
hospital admissions.

•  Observation in the ED to reduce unneces-
sary admissions and readmissions.

•  Benchmarking through the use of already 
established resources such as the Emer-
gency Department Benchmarking Alli-
ance. It is not necessary to re-create the 
wheel; these resources are invaluable.

•  Usage of ACEP’s Clinical Emergency 
Data Registry (CEDR) when available 
and complete.

•  Usage of such resources as the NNT 
(www.thennt.com) where applicable. 
Using evidenced-based protocols and 
treatments is paramount today. Judd Hol-
lander, MD, FACEP, a deputy editor for the 
Annals of Emergency Medicine, stated, 
“We don’t need more data, we need more 
evidence.”8 Putera et al note, “The time 
of [pivotal clinical trials] publication to 
meaningful uptake of class IA [acute cor-
onary syndrome] therapies into clinical 
practice took a median of 16 years. This 
significant time lag indicates systemic 
barriers to the translation of therapeutics 
into routine clinical practice.”9

•  Mastering patient flow, especially as the 
clinical mix continues to change.

•  Continual refinement of such indices as:
–Door-to-doctor times;
–Door-to-balloon times;  
–ED time after admission decision;
– ED time before pain medications; and 
– CT scans per provider, which can be 

monitored via your billing service to 
ensure intradepartmental consistency.

•  Mastering of patient threshold manage-
ment, which is measureable.10 As James J. 
Augustine, MD, FACEP, vice president of 
the Emergency Department Benchmark-
ing Alliance, points out, EDs typically 
stratify into cohorts with thresholds of 
20,000 patient visits. 

•  Consistently high patient-satisfaction 
scores.

•  Assessment, evaluation, and decisions 
on emergency medicine’s contribution to 
patient care, including the post-ED visit, 
as well as discharge planning for well-
ness, post-visit care, and return to the ED 
if required.

•  Telemedicine’s role in emergency medi-
cine.

As emergency physician and AIM Special-
ty Health chief medical officer Susan Nedza, 
MD, MBA, FACEP, so eloquently stated, “No 

one manages uncertainty better than emer-
gency physicians.”11 Emergency medicine’s 
image is important outside the specialty, 
namely with hospital administration, payers, 
and, in some cases, patients. There are chal-
lenges and issues to boldly face and solve; it 
is imperative this be done sooner rather than 
later, when one or more of these parties will 
mandate it for the specialty. The time for in-
trospection and reinvention of the breadth of 
EM services is now.
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The former self-pay patient now insured 
via Medicaid generates new revenue.
However, leakage from the former 
commercial patient mix into Medicaid 
may cause substantial revenue loss.

The Maryland Global Payment Experiment
Progress 
at one year
BY WIllIAM 
JAqUIS, MD, fACEP

I
n January 2014, Maryland embarked on a 
unique method of payment reform by asking 
health systems to be reimbursed by global 
payments. The history and initial metrics re-
lated to that were previously reported in the 

April 2014 issue of ACEP Now (see below). We are 
now able to see at least one year of results working 
under the new payment system. 

The metrics introduced proposed to accom-

plish two main goals. From a health outcomes per-
spective, the first goal is to place more responsibility 
on health systems to manage the health of popula-
tions. From that perspective, quality improvement 
measures, such as hospital-acquired conditions 
(HACs), needed to see a 30 percent improvement in 
the initial five-year period. Maryland hospitals were 
able to achieve a 26 percent improvement in those 
measures in the first year. 

MARylAnD’S neW PAyMenT MoDel
IN JANUArY 2014, ThE PAYMENT MODEl IN MArYlAND began migrating from a 
traditional fee-for-service model to expenditures per capita for all payers. For the next five 
years, cost growth is capped at 3.58 percent for inpatient and outpatient care. For Medicare, 
Maryland will limit the growth to 0.5 percent less than the national growth rate per year. This is 
estimated to save Medicare $330 million in that five-year period. The base rate for individual 
hospitals is their total revenue from 2013, with a growth-rate ceiling of 3.58 percent. Hospitals 
can choose from two models of transition. The first is to transition to a global budget model 
from the beginning. The second involves a variable cost factor that reduces the incentive for 
hospitals to make money by increasing volume. If volume goes up, hospitals keep a fraction 
of the increase, but they also retain some of the lost revenue if volume goes down.
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Facts
BE A MEdiCAl 

dETECTiVE—
BONE UP ON yOUR 
fORENSiC SkillS

Boston: The Birthplace 
of Modern Forensics?
by Juan F. Fitz, mD, FaceP

A CEP welcomes its emergency physi-
cians to Boston, the cradle of Ameri-
ca’s freedom! As physicians descend 

upon Boston, it is surprising to know that 
many physicians were instrumental in 
America’s fight for freedom. 

Boston is so full of history that you should 
make a special effort to spend more time in 
this city and explore its history. You may be 
thinking, “History? Boring! I learned it in 
high school.”

Well, for your information, the history we 
were taught in high school is wrong. Explore 
the truth in Boston, and you will be surprised 
what you find.

Here is a little sample of what you may 
not have known.

Joseph Warren, a prominent physician in 
Boston, was actually the one who convinced 
Paul Revere to do his famous midnight ride, 
but did you know Revere never finished his 
ride to Concord? He was captured trying to 
get there. Samuel Prescott, another physi-
cian, rode along with Revere; he finished 
the ride, not Revere. There was a third rider, 
but I will leave that for you to investigate. Dr. 
Prescott just happened to run into the two 
riders. He was out on a date that night.

Did you know the only reason we know 
about Revere and his ride is due to a poet by 
the name of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 
who wrote a poem about it on the eve of the 
Civil War in order to help keep the country 
together?

Also, did you know Revere’s father was 
originally from France and that his real 
name was Apollos Rivoire, which was later 
changed to Paul Revere? Thus, the famous 
rider was a junior. His father was also a 
silversmith, just like 
his son. However, 
it’s a little known 
fact that Paul Jr. also 
practiced dentistry. 
He made teeth and 
dental bridges. As 
a matter of fact, and 
an important one, 
Dr. Warren was one 
of Revere’s patients.

Dr. Warren con-
tinued to contribute 
to medicine after his death. For those inter-
ested in forensics, Dr. Warren was killed dur-
ing the Battle of Bunker Hill, but exactly how 
he died has been controversial.

The British buried Dr. Warren, along 
with other patriots, in a mass grave. Dr. 
Warren wanted to be buried in the family 
cemetery, but how do you identify a body 
two years after death? In addition, it has 
been reported that Dr. Warren’s body was 
mutilated by the British by order of a par-
ticular officer, a piece of history beyond the 

scope of this article. 
This was the birth of modern-day foren-

sics. Dr. Warren was identified by his dental 
work. Who did that dental work? None other 
than Paul Revere, a close friend.

The story doesn’t end there. Now, back 
to the controversy of how Dr. Warren died. 
His skull was later photographed when the 
body was moved again. The photo showed 
a small entry wound under the left eye and 
an exit would on the right side of the skull. 
British soldiers used large caliber bullets, 

while officers used handguns, not rifles. The 
rifles used by the patriots were of a smaller 
caliber than those of the typical British sol-
dier. Evidence shows he was shot at close 
range. So who shot him? Was it friendly fire 
or perhaps a British officer with a reason to 
kill him at close range? 

Forensics is all about a deep dive into the 
facts and applied science to light the darkness. 

While in Boston, don’t miss the opportu-
nity to explore the history of medicine in this 
wonderful city.

The second goal is more directly related 
to cost. The primary driver for negotiating a 
new payment system with Medicare was the 
growing costs to Medicare compared to the 
rest of the country. The savings target of $330 
million to Medicare, over five years, required 
a per capita cost increase cap of 3.58 percent 
per year. Hospitals in the first year were able 
to keep that cost increase to 1.47 percent. 
Readmission rates have gone down sub-
stantially, but more work needs to be done 
to meet rates more consistent with national 
improvements. In addition, hospitals in Mar-
yland have also become more profitable by 
providing more efficient and effective care.

Instead of being paid by insurers on a 
case-by-case basis, health systems now get 
their revenue up front. The global budget 
they receive is based closely on the revenue 
they received in the prior year.  Health sys-
tem approaches to patients in the emergency 
department have required rapid adaptation. 
Given the change in perspective on decision 
points such as admission versus observation, 
more resources have come to ED teams. Case 
managers and social workers have modified 
their roles to assist in the decision but also 
have continued to move more to the front of 
the ED process. With a global budget, the 
ability to find resources in the community 
that will allow patients to be discharged 
from the ED instead of observed or admit-
ted is paramount. 

The initial trend toward goals is clearly a 
positive one for this model of payment. Crit-
ics would argue that the first-year accom-
plishments are simply a result of improving 
what should already have been more stream-
lined. Going forward, the adjustments of both 
the health systems and the payment systems 
will be more difficult. In addition, by the end 
of next year, the state must look at planning 
beyond the initial five years. Hopefully, the 
systems created and the resources assigned 
to population health will continue to improve 
the care delivery system. Thus far, Maryland 
has saved Medicare $100 million, far ahead 
of the five-year schedule.

Dr. JAqUIS is system chief of emergency 
medicine at LifeBridge Health and chief of 
emergency medicine and attending physician 
at Sinai Hospital, both in Baltimore. He is a 
member of the ACEP Board of Directors.

dr. Warren continued to contribute to medicine 
after his death. for those interested in forensics, 
dr. Warren was killed during the Battle of 
Bunker hill, but exactly how he died has been 
controversial.
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The savings target 
of $330 million to 
Medicare, over five 
years, required a per 
capita cost increase 
cap of 3.58 percent 
per year. Hospitals 
in the first year were 
able to keep that 
cost increase to 
1.47 percent. 
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Dr. MIlNE is chief of emergency medicine and chief of staff at 
South Huron Hospital, Ontario, Canada. He is on the Best Evidence 
in Emergency Medicine faculty and is creator of the knowledge 
translation project the Skeptics' Guide to Emergency Medicine 
(www.TheSGEM.com).

sKeptics’ Guide tO 
eMerGency Medicine

dOGMA fEElS 
RiGHT

UNTil yOU STEP 
iN iT

A Highly Sensitive Subject
Is the one-hour acute myocardial infarction rule-out 
ready for prime time?
by ken milne, mD

case: A 57-year-old woman presents with 
left-sided chest pain that started 90 minutes 
ago. The pain radiates to her right arm, and 
she has nausea without vomiting. The pain 
began while she was doing some yard work. 
The initial electrocardiogram (ECG) is unre-
markable.

QuestiOn: Can emergency physicians rule 
in or out an acute myocardial infarction (AMI) 
in one hour using a high-sensitivity troponin 
and ECG?

BacKGrOund: About 5 percent of all pa-
tients presenting to the ED with acute chest 
pain will have a ST elevated myocardial infarc-
tion (STEMI).1 This leaves the other 95 percent 

of chest pain patients. Our job in the ED is to 
figure out whom we will rule in versus rule 
out for AMI. 

Many cardiac biomarkers have been used 
over the last 60 years to try to identify patients 
with AMI. A limitation of current troponin as-
says is that they can take three to four hours to 
rise. This means the diagnosis of non-STEMI 
can take many hours of continued monitoring 
with serial blood sampling. 

High-sensitivity troponin assays are now 
being used in many emergency departments. 
They offer very high sensitivity but are less 
specific than prior troponin assays. 

relevant article: Reichlin T, Tweren-
bold R, Wildi K, et al. Prospective validation 

of a 1-hour algorithm to rule-out and rule-in 
acute myocardial infarction using a high-
sensitivity cardiac troponin T assay. CMAJ. 
2015;187(8):E243-E252.

•  Population: Patients presenting to the 
ED within 12 hours of onset of nontrau-
matic chest pain or symptoms suggestive 
of AMI. 

•  Intervention: High-sensitivity troponin 
T at time 0 and 1 hour with ECG

•  Comparison: Two independent cardi-
ologists.

•  Outcome: AMI.

autHOrs’ cOnclusiOns: “This rapid 
strategy incorporating high-sensitivity car-
diac troponin T baseline values and absolute 
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changes within the first hour substantially ac-
celerated the management of suspected AMI 
by allowing safe rule-out as well as accurate 
rule-in of AMI in three out of four patients.”

Key results: There were 1,320 patients 
who presented to the ED within 12 hours of 
onset of nontraumatic chest pain or other 
symptoms suggestive of AMI. AMI was the fi-
nal diagnosis in 17 percent of those patients.

The researchers divided patients into 
three different categories: rule-out AMI (60 
percent), rule-in AMI (16 percent), and obser-
vation zone (24 percent). The one-hour algo-
rithm test characteristics for the 60 percent 
who were ruled out were:

•  Area under the curve 0.96 (95 percent 
confidence interval [CI], 0.95–0.97) 

•  Sensitivity of 99.6 percent (95 percent CI, 
97.6–99.9 percent) and specificity of 95.7 
percent (95 percent CI, 94.3–96.8 percent)

•  Negative predictive value 99.9 percent (95 
percent CI, 99.3–100 percent) and posi-
tive predictive value 78.2 percent (95 per-
cent CI, 72.1–83.6 percent)

•  Positive likelihood ratio of 23 and nega-
tive likelihood ratio of 0.004

eBM cOMMentary: This was an at-
tempt to investigate whether a one-hour 
algorithm can rule out and rule in acute myo-
cardial infarction using a high-sensitivity tro-
ponin as a biomarker. There were a number of 
concerns with this manuscript.

1) Bias: The challenge of conducting high-sen-
sitivity troponin studies is that the diagnosis 
of non-STEMI is a disease entity based on a 
test without an independent reference stand-
ard. This can lead to a number of biases that 
can distort the results.2 

•  Incorporation bias: This occurs when 
results of the test under study are actu-
ally used to make the final diagnosis. 
This makes the test appear more power-
ful by falsely raising the sensitivity and 
specificity. 

•  Partial verification bias: This happens 
when only a certain set of patients who 
under go the index test are verified by the 
reference standard. This would increase 
sensitivity but decrease specificity. Pa-
tients who were deemed to be low risk did 
not always proceed to six-hour troponin. 

•  Spectrum bias: Sensitivity depends on 
the spectrum of disease, while specific-
ity depends on the spectrum of nondis-
ease. You can falsely raise sensitivity if 
the clinical practice has lots of very sick 
people. Specificity can look great if you 
have no sick patients in the cohort. The 
researchers included only patients who 
presented to a cardiac research hospital 
within 12 hours of pain. These patients 
potentially could have been more ill. 

2) Risk of over-testing: Another concern with 
this protocol and others based on high-sensi-
tivity troponin assays is the lack of specificity. 
The initial high-sensitivity troponin was only 
48.4 percent specific, with more false positives 
than true positives. If there were inappropri-
ate use of this test in ultra-low-risk patients, 
there may be a paradoxical rise in the number 
of patients being evaluated for chest pain in 
the emergency department. 

3) Imprecision of the assay: The change 
in high-sensitivity troponin was within the 
allowable imprecision of the assay. This is 
really the keystone because if the change is 
within the assay’s coefficient of variation, all 
other issues are moot.3

BOttOM line: A one-hour protocol uti-
lizing high-sensitivity troponin T cannot be 
recommended at this time. External valida-
tion of this protocol along with a more ex-
plicit discussion of how the diagnosis of AMI 
is arrived at might allow for a rapid rule-out 
in the future.

case resOlutiOn: Shared decision 
making was done with the patient, and she 
agreed to stay in the ED for six hours. Her tro-
ponin at 0 and 6 hours was negative, serial 
ECGs showed no ischemic changes, and her 
pain completely resolved. She was discharged 
to her home with close follow-up with her pri-
mary care provider and strict precautions to 
return if necessary.

Thank you to Daniel McCollum, assis-
tant residency director at Georgia Regents 
University in Augusta, Georgia, and Andrew 
Worster, faculty member at McMaster Uni-
versity and part of the Best Evidence in 
Emergency Medicine group, for their help 
with this review.4,5 

Remember to be skeptical of anything you 
learn, even if you learned it on the Skeptics’ 
Guide to Emergency Medicine.
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tHe end OF tHe 
rainBOW

PROTECT yOUR 
POT Of GOld fROM 

BAd AdViCE

by James m. Dahle, mD, FaceP

Don’t Let Your House 
Crush You Financially!
Tips on buying your home the right way

Dr. DAhlE is the author of The White Coat Investor: A Doctor’s 
Guide to Personal Finance and Investing and blogs at http://white 
coatinvestor.com. He is not a licensed financial adviser, accountant, 
or attorney and recommends you consult with your own advisers 
prior to acting on any information you read here. 

A. I am continually fascinated by the burn-
ing desire among graduating medical stu-
dents and even residents, and particularly 
their spouses, to purchase a home as soon 
as is humanly possible despite having a net 
worth of a negative $200,000 or $300,000. 
For many people, owning their home is a sig-
nal to themselves and others that they have 
finally “made it.” Combine that signal with 
heavy marketing from the realty and mort-
gage industries, and we see far too many 
doctors purchasing the wrong house at the 
wrong time and at the wrong price. Although 
it is certainly possible to get lucky, there are 
several important financial principles doc-
tors should understand in order to buy their 
home properly.

There are lots of great reasons to own your 
own home, including the fact that you can 
have as many pets as you like, you can paint 
the walls whatever color you prefer, and the 
landlord can never throw you out on the 
street. Financially speaking, there are many 
significant benefits of owning a home. You 
avoid paying rent, you get to keep any price 
appreciation, and mortgage interest and tax-
es are usually fully deductible. Most mort-
gage payments are fixed, so as the years go 
by, the mortgage actually gets cheaper and 
cheaper on an after-inflation basis rather 
than increasing with inflation as rent gener-
ally does. For most people, a paid-off home 
reduces required minimum monthly income 
dramatically, which further reduces the need 
for disability insurance, life insurance, and a 
larger portfolio nest egg.

However, there are time periods in life 
when owning your home is a not such a great 
financial move. As a general rule, it does not 
make sense to purchase a home if you will 
not be in it for at least five years. However, 
during a housing boom, you may break even 
in less time, but in a housing bust, it may 
take two or three times that for your home to 
return to its purchase price, much less break 
even on the deal. Rookie home buyers near-
ly always underestimate the non-mortgage 
expenses of owning a home. These include 
the transaction costs of buying and selling 
(expect a round-trip cost of 15 percent of the 
value of the home), maintenance costs (1 per-
cent to 4 percent of the value of the home 
each year), insurance, taxes, upgrades, fur-
nishings, landscaping, lawn care, snow re-
moval, and homeowner’s association fees. 

Is a Home a Good Deal for You?
Too often, prospective first-time home buy-
ers believe real estate agents who advise buy-
ing because “the mortgage is less than your 
rent” or “you don’t want to keep throwing 
money away, do you?” What rookie buyers 
don’t know, however, is well-known by real 
estate investors. The mortgage is supposed to 
not only be lower than the rent but dramati-
cally lower. That’s because the landlord has 
to pay all those other expenses. A real estate 
investor expects about 45 percent of gross 
rent to go toward non-mortgage expenses. In 
order to compare apples to apples, multiply 
your prospective principal and interest pay-
ment on a 30-year mortgage by 1.8. If renting 
a comparable home is much less than that 
figure, there is a very good chance you will be 
better off renting unless you are in the home 
for a very long time.

Given these and other economic realities, 
it generally does not make sense for an EM 
resident to purchase a home. If you think you 
are an exception, run the numbers using The 
New York Times’ “Is It Better to Rent or Buy?” 

calculator found at www.nytimes.com and see 
just how much appreciation you will have to 
realize just to break even, much less come out 
ahead. In fact, most attendings would do far 
better renting for six to 12 months out of resi-
dency. This allows physicians to stabilize their 
finances, make sure the job is working out, 

Q. My spouse and I are interested in buying a home. 
However, we’re terrified to spend so much on one single 
item. What should we know before taking the plunge?

Even when 
purchasing a 
home makes 
sense, it is critical 
to realize that a 
home purchase 
is mostly a 
consumption 
item, not an 
investment.

and provide a much more thoughtful and de-
liberate housing search, all enabling a much 
stronger negotiating position.

Be a Savvy Home Buyer
Rookie home buyers usually don’t realize how 
good their negotiating position is. There are 
usually dozens of similar homes on the market 
at any given time, but home sellers are lucky if 
they can get even two interested buyers simul-
taneously. While there are occasional seller’s 
markets, home buyers should understand that 
95 percent of the time it’s a buyer’s market. 
If you can avoid falling in love with a house, 
you may be surprised just how good of a deal 
you can get on a perfectly acceptable house.

Even when purchasing a home makes 
sense, it is critical to realize that a home pur-
chase is mostly a consumption item, not an 
investment. Larger homes require more mon-
ey to heat, cool, maintain, furnish, landscape, 
insure, upgrade, and clean. Try to buy a home 
closer to what you truly need rather than eve-
rything you could possibly want. Although a 
mortgage lender may approve you for a home 
costing four to five times your gross salary, you 
would do well to make sure your mortgage is 
less than two times your gross income. So if you 
make $250,000, the general rule is that your 
loan amount should be less than $500,000.

In recent years, many lenders have started 
offering “physician mortgage loans.” These 
are loans that banks will give to a physician 
that allow them to avoid private mortgage in-
surance (PMI). PMI protects the lender against 
you defaulting without your putting down a 
standard 20 percent payment. These loans 
usually also offer special underwriting that 
will allow you to close with just a contract 
rather than proven earnings and may take 
your student loans into special consideration. 
It is important to realize that these lenders 
aren’t doing you a favor out of the goodness of 
their hearts. These loans have slightly higher 
fees and interest rates than comparable con-
ventional mortgages. The banks are also well 
aware that your risk of default is very low and 
hope you will then use their bank for your 
banking, investment, and insurance needs. 
A physician loan can make sense but only if 
you are using the money you would have used 
for a down payment for a better financial pur-
pose, such as paying off high-interest student 
loans or making retirement account contribu-
tions. If you aren’t already using 15–25 percent 
of your attending gross salary to build wealth 
(ie, saving or paying off debt), then purchas-
ing a home, with or without a physician mort-
gage loan, probably isn’t a great idea until you 
get your financial house in order.il
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Kids' KOrner Q&A ABOUT OUR 
liTTlEST PATiENTS

Intranasal 
Medications in Kids?
Why not? Everything else goes up there!
by annalise sorrentino, mD, FaaP, FaceP 

Dr. SOrrENTINO is professor 
of pediatrics in the division of emer-
gency medicine at the University of 
Alabama at Birmingham.

M y last shift started with a 3-year-
old with a dog bite to the face, a 
10-year-old with a forearm injury, 

and an anxious 16-year-old who needed a 
lumbar puncture. When working with chil-
dren and young adults, we are constantly 
looking for ways to make the emergency de-
partment visit more tolerable for all involved. 
There are two things that have helped me 
come closer to that goal. The first is having 
child life specialists. The second is intranasal 
medication delivery.

Initially created for local nasal effects, 
intranasal medications have become a de-
sired route for certain drugs when seeking a 
systemic effect. Some immunizations have 
found success using the intranasal method, 
and several other medications have followed 
suit, namely those used for sedation and an-
algesia. There are several benefits to using the 
intranasal route, including:

• High vascularization of the nasal mucosa
• Wide absorption area
•  Avoidance of first-pass metabolism by the 

gastrointestinal or hepatic pathways
• Avoidance of IV placement
•  High patient tolerance of the drug admin-

istration
• Quick onset of action1

The nasal fossa is divided into three parts: 
the vestibule, the cavity, and the turbinates 
(see Figure 1). The turbinates are classified 
into the inferior, middle, and superior. The 
main site for systemic drug entry is around 
the inferior turbinate due to its high surface 
area and vascularization. 

There are several factors that may play into 
the effectiveness of intranasal drug delivery, 
including volume administered, particle di-
ameter, spray administration, factors influenc-
ing the site of absorption (eg, other drugs such 
as phenylephrine), nasal blood flow, and mu-
cociliary clearance and medical conditions that 
affect it, and these things should be taken into 
account when administering intranasal medi-
cations.2 The best absorbed medications have 
low molecular weights, are highly lipophilic, 
and have no net charge at physiologic pH.3

Intranasal delivery has been used for sev-
eral different purposes including vaccina-
tions; treatment of certain conditions such as 
rhinosinusitis, seizures, migraines, and dia-

betes insipidus; antipsychotic medications; 
and sedation and analgesia.4 For purposes of 
this article, we will focus on sedation and an-
algesia. Historically, two main classes of drugs 
have been used in intranasal administration: 
opioids and benzodiazepines (see Table 1 
for dosing guidelines). More recently, other 
drugs, such as ketamine and dexmedetomi-
dine, have also been studied.

Medications to Use
Midazolam is a useful drug in pediatrics for 
situations where you need anxiolysis and am-
nesia. It can be given in a variety of ways, and 
intranasal use has been widely studied. Dos-
es ranging from 0.2 mg/kg to 0.5 mg/kg have 
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been evaluated. Overall, it has been shown 
to have a rapid onset of action and achieve 
adequate sedation, and it is associated with 
high parent satisfaction. One consistently 
found drawback is that intranasal was more 
irritating than other routes of administra-
tion.3 One study evaluated using intranasal 
lidocaine as a premedication and found that 
its use helped prevent the burning that is of-
ten associated with the use of intranasal mi-
dazolam.5 Further prospective studies have 
been done, and preliminary data (ahead of 
publication) show similar results. Intranasal 
midazolam is a great choice when you need 
something to take the edge off but analgesia 
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Figure 1. Nasal anatomy Figure 2. Mucosal 
atomization device

Table 1. Dr. Sorrentino's Cheat Sheet for Intranasal Drug Dosing Table 2. When to Consider Using Intranasal Analgesia and Sedation

DRUG DOSE MAX ANALGESIA ANXIOLYSIS AMNESIA

Fentanyl 1 mcg/kg/dose 100 mcg + – –

Midazolam 0.25 mg/kg/dose 10 mg – + +

lidocaine 4% 0.5 ml For use with intranasal midazolam

ketamine 

dosing ranges from 1 mg/kg to 9 mg/kg; 
most studies use 3 mg/kg, but one study found 

best results with 9 mg/kg; no routine 
recommendations exist currently8

+ + +

dexmedetomidine 1-2 µg/kg9 + + –

laceration repair (works best in conjunction  
with local anesthesia)

injuries due to animal bites (typically associated  
with a high level of anxiety)

to facilitate getting adequate imaging quickly  
(eg, deformities or suspected fractures)

As a pre-medication for a regional block

lumbar punctures
Procedures in younger children or those with 

developmental issues

Prepubertal genital exams Abscess incision and drainage

Joint dislocations Burn debridement or dressing

Patients who are nPo simple casting if any cast molding is needed

Ct or Mri imaging Foreign-body removal

status epilepticus

Frontal Sinus

nasal Cavity

nose
nasal Vestibule

hard Palate

Vertebral Bodies
Soft Palate
Adenoid
Sphenoidal Sinus
inferior Turbinate

Middle Turbinate

Superior Turbinate
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is not your main focus. I find that it works best 
in situations where my analgesia is managed 
by other means, typically topical anesthet-
ics and/or regional blocks. Its mild amnestic 
properties are also helpful when it comes to 
potential follow-up.

Fentanyl is the ideal intranasal medica-
tion, highly lipophilic and low molecular 
weight. It has been shown to be more effec-
tive than intravenous morphine for pain re-
duction in long bone fractures.3 It is very well 
tolerated overall and produces adequate an-
algesia. It has recently been compared with 

intranasal ketamine and found to be equally 
analgesic but have fewer side effects (mainly 
dizziness), although they were mild overall.6 
This is a great choice when you need analge-

sia quickly and you don’t know if you’ll need 
an IV or if they need to be NPO. I use this rou-
tinely before getting imaging in my orthope-
dic patients.

Other agents for sedation and analgesia 
have also been assessed. Intranasal keta-
mine has been evaluated in the emergency 
department as well as in the pre-hospital 
setting. Doses ranging from 0.5 mg/kg to 9 
mg/kg have been used with adequate se-
dation.3 Further studies need to be done 
to establish the ideal dose in the pediatric 
patient. Intranasal dexmedetomidine was 
evaluated in an observational study and 
showed good sedation and image quality 
when it was used for sedation for computed 
tomography scans in children.7

the most basic is the drip method, but this 
does require a compliant child to achieve 
success. Probably the most widely used 
device is the mucosal atomizer.
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Delivery
Delivering intranasal medications can be 
done in a few different ways. The most basic is 
the drip method, but this does require a com-
pliant child to achieve success. Probably the 
most widely used device is the mucosal atom-
izer. It screws on to the top of your medication 
syringe, and when you spray it into the nare, it 
rapidly distributes the particles after breaking 
them down into smaller ones that are more 
easily absorbed (see Figure 2).3

Intranasal medication delivery can be a 
useful tool when dealing with children (see 

Table 2 for suggestions on when to consider 
intranasal delivery). Some tips that will allow 
for greater success include:
•  Consider suctioning prior to administration 

if there is a lot of mucus present.
• Use small volumes .
•  Use the highest concentration of medication 

available and do not dilute.
Use both nares to increase surface area

Intranasal medications are a quick, safe, and 
relatively painless way to deliver analgesia 
and anxiolysis to pediatric patients. They are 
a great resource to have in your tool kit!
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 ARKANSAS OPPORTUNITIES
Sparks Medical Center (Van Buren)

 CENTRAL FLORIDA OPPORTUNITIES
  

Brooksville Regional Hospital 
(Brooksville) 
Clearwater ER, (Clearwater) A Dept. of 
Largo Medical Center 
Citrus Memorial (Inverness)  Medical 
Director and Staff 
Largo Medical Center (Indian Rocks) 
Associate Medical Director and Staff
Leesburg Regional Medical Center 
(Leesburg) 
Munroe Regional Medical Center 
(Ocala) Adult and Pediatric 
Poinciana Medical Center (Orlando) 
Brandon Regional Emergency Center 
(Plant City) 
Charlotte Regional Medical Center 
(Punta Gorda) 
Central Florida Regional Hospital 
(Sanford) 
Doctor’s Hospital of Sarasota (Sarasota) 
Sebastian River Medical Center 
(Sebastian) 
Spring Hill Regional Hospital 
(Spring Hill) 
Oak Hill Hospital (Spring Hill) 
Northside Hospital (St. Petersburg) 
Palms of Pasadena (St. Petersburg) 
St. Petersburg General Hospital 
(St. Petersburg) 
Medical Center of Trinity (Tampa Bay) 
Medical Director and Staff 
Citrus Park ER (Tampa Bay)

Brandon Regional Hospital (Tampa 
Bay) Associate Medical Director and Staff 
Memorial Hospital of Tampa (Tampa)
Tampa Community Hospital 
(Tampa Bay) 
The Villages Regional Hospital 
(The Villages) 
Florida Hospital, 3-hospital system 
(Lake Placid, Sebring, Wauchula) 

 NORTH FLORIDA OPPORTUNITIES
Memorial Emergency Care - Atlantic 
(Jacksonville) 
Orange Park FSED – Westside 
(Jacksonville) Brand new FSED, affiliated 
with Orange Park Medical Center
Lake City Medical Center (Lake City) 
Gulf Coast Medical Center (Panama 
City) Medical Director and Staff
 SOUTH FLORIDA OPPORTUNITIES
Broward Health, 4-hospital system (Ft. 
Lauderdale) Adult and Pediatric  
Northwest Medical Center 
(Ft. Lauderdale) 
Lehigh Regional Medical Center 
(Lehigh Acres) 
Fishermen’s Hospital (Marathon) 
Physicians Regional Medical Center 
Collier and Pine Ridge (Naples) 
Raulerson Hospital (Okeechobee) 
Fawcett Memorial Hospital 
(Port Charlotte) 
St. Lucie Medical Center FSED 
(Port St. Lucie) 
Palms West Medical Center 
(West Palm Beach) 

West Palm Hospital 
(West Palm Beach)

 GEORGIA OPPORTUNITIES
Murray Medical Center (Chatsworth) 
Fairview Park (Dublin) 
Piedmont Fayette Hospital 
(Fayetteville) 
Coliseum Medical Center (Macon) 
South Georgia Medical Center 
(Valdosta) Medical Director and Staff 
Smith Northview Urgent Care Center 
(Valdosta) 
Mayo Clinic at Waycross (Waycross) 

 KANSAS OPPORTUNITIES
Menorah Medical Center (Overland 
Park) Medical Director and Staff 
Overland Park FSED (Shawnee) Medical 
Director and Staff   
Galichia Heart Hospital (Wichita) 
Wesley Medical Center (Wichita)

 KENTUCKY OPPORTUNITIES
Greenview Regional (Bowling Green) 
Murray-Calloway County Hospital 
(Murray) 

 LOUISIANA OPPORTUNITIES
CHRISTUS St. Patrick Hospital 
(Lake Charles)
CHRISTUS Highland Medical Center 
(Shreveport) 

 MISSOURI OPPORTUNITIES
Belton Hospital (Belton)  

Golden Valley Memorial Hospital 
(Clinton) 
Centerpoint Hospital (Independence) 
Level 2 trauma center 

 NEW HAMPSHIRE OPPORTUNITIES
Parkland Regional Hospital 
(Portsmouth) 

 PENNSYLVANIA OPPORTUNITIES
Lancaster Regional Medical Center 
(Lancaster) 

 SOUTH CAROLINA OPPORTUNITIES
McLeod Health, 3 hospital system 
(Dillon, Loris, Seacoast) 

 TEXAS OPPORTUNITIES
CHRISTUS Spohn Hospital - Alice 
(Alice) 
CHRISTUS Hospital - St. Elizabeth 
(Beaumont) 
Conroe Regional Medical Center 
(Conroe) Medical Director 
CHRISTUS Spohn Hospital - Shoreline 
(Corpus Christi) 
East Houston Regional Medical Center 
(Houston) Medical Director 
West Houston Regional (Houston) 
CHRISTUS Jasper Memorial Hospital 
(Jasper) 
CHRISTUS Spohn Hospital - Kleberg 
(Kingsville) 
Pearland Medical Center (Pearland)
CHRISTUS Hospital - St. Mary
(Port Arthur) 

CHRISTUS Santa Rosa Hospital - 
Westover Hills (San Antonio)
CHRISTUS Alon/Creekside FSED 
(San Antonio) 
CHRISTUS Santa Rosa - Alamo Heights 
(San Antonio) 
Metropolitan Hospital (San Antonio) 
Northeast Methodist (San Antonio) 
Medical Director and Staff
Methodist Texan (San Antonio) 

 TENNESSEE OPPORTUNITIES
Horizon Medical Center (Dickson)  
Erlanger Baroness (Chattanooga) Level 
1 Trauma Center. Academic Department 
Chair
ParkRidge Medical Center 
(Chattanooga) 
Sequatchie Valley Emergency(Dunlap) 
Physicians Regional Medical Center 
(Knoxville) 
Turkey Creek Medical Center 
(Knoxville) 
Skyline Medical Center (Nashville) 
Level 2 trauma Center
Southern Hills Medical Center 
(Nashville) 
Stonecrest Medical Center (Nashville) 
TriStar Ashland City (Nashville) 
University Medical Center (Nashville) 
Erlanger Bledsoe Hospital (Pikeville) 

 VIRGINIA OPPORTUNITIES
Henrico Doctors’ Hospital, 5 campuses 
(Richmond)

O P P O R T U N I T I E S  N AT I O N W I D E

     C o m e  S e e  U s ! 
ACEP15 Booth #1301

SouthEastOpportunities@EmCare.com
         727.507.2526 • 727.437.3533

FULL TIME, PART TIME AND PER DIEM
ASK ABOUT OUR TRAVEL OPPORTUNITIES! 

Plan to attend the ACEP15 Closing 
Celebration, presented by EmCare, at

the New England Aquarium on October 28! 
Stop by our booth for more details!

Whether you are considering full-time, part-time or independent contractor opportunities with EmCare, you can rest assured you will 
be working for an industry-leader who delivers a vast array of benefits unmatched within the industry. Contact us today to learn more!
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Athens, Georgia
Greensboro, Georgia

&

&
Best University town in America

      

Classic Southern Small Town with
highly developed lake-side living

Growing small democratic group that prioritizes 
quality of life seeking exceptional BC/BE 

Emergency Physicians for partnership track or 
IC. Substantial benefits package that includes 

paid sabbatical and vacation. 

Leave your shift fulfilled, not drained. 
Email Lewis Earnest at acesmedicaldirector@gmail.com

855.367.3650
Search jobs at
emcare.com/careers

Quality people. Quality care. 
Quality of LIFE.
For nearly half a century EmCare has been patient- 
focused. As a physician-led company, we take pride in 
hiring the best in the medical profession. O�ering the 
locations, positions & lifestyle you want nationwide:

EmCare locations

ALOK BEECUM, MD
Bayfront Brooksville and Spring Hill Hospitals
Odessa, FL

ALOK BEECUM, MD
Bayfront Brooksville and Spring Hill Hospitals
Odessa, FL

St. Joseph Hospital, a mid-sized acute 
facility with outstanding reputation 

recruiting E.M. BC/BP physicians for its 
dedicated group.  Collegial, supportive 
workplace with latest technology and 
just-completed expansion.  Members 
support each other and know patient 
satisfaction is achieved through staff 

satisfaction.  Leadership development 
and participation in policies and direction 

available.  Staffing: 51 hours per day, 
mostly physicians, for 27,000 visits.

 
Bangor/Penobscot Bay offers many 

cultural attractions, including the 
University of Maine and a large collection 

of natural and organic food producers, 
pleasant pace of life, low crime, 

friendly people, excellent educational 
opportunities, great public schools and 

affordable housing.

A four-season recreation and tourist 
destination, nearby are Acadia National 

Park, Bar Harbor, many other scenic 
harbors and towns and Sugarloaf USA.  
I-95 and Bangor International Airport are 

right here.

Highly competitive package includes 
relocation, signing bonus, loan 

repayment, retirement and protected 
vacation and CME time with allowance.

Contact: Charles F. Pattavina, MD, 
F.A.C.E.P.

Chief, Emergency Medicine
207.907.3350  

cpattavina@sjhhealth.com

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA                                                                           
Emergency Physician BC/BE for 

independent, fully democratic, very stable, 
well-respected group, 40 years and 20 

years at our 2 hospitals.

St. Mary Medical Center, Long Beach                                         
Providence Little Company of Mary 

Medical Center, San Pedro

EPIC with Dragon EMR. Competitive 
RVU-based reimbursement. Night shift 

and weekend/holiday differentials. 8 
hour shifts with overlap. Level 2 Trauma 

Center, STEMI & Stroke Receiving. 
Residency Program. Group has 7 ABEM 
Oral Board Examiners and the current 

ABEM president-elect.

Highly-Desirable Southern California 
location, minutes from the beach.

Contact: Cheryl Odell: 562-491-9761, 
cheryl866@hotmail.com

Texas – Bryan/College Station
New Level II Emergency and Trauma 

Center under construction! St. 
Joseph Regional Health features 
a 55,000-volume ED with strong 
leadership and a popular scribe 

program. 

Join a collegial, close-knit group 
of physicians who live and work in 
a central location between Austin, 
Houston, and Dallas. Bustling mid-
sized city features a major research 
university with cultural events and 

exciting Big 12 sports. 
Emergency Service Partners, L.P. is 

a 100% physician-owned, democratic 
partnership committed to your 

success. 

Contact Jeff Franklin  
(512) 610-0345 or 

e-mail jeff@eddocs.com.

Texas - Smithville (Austin Area)
Work near the popular Live Music 

Capital of the World! 

$20,000 sign-on bonus and full 
benefits including generous 401(k) 
plan. PLUS, enjoy a true physician 

partnership opportunity in as little as 
one year with Emergency Service 
Partners, L.P., which allows you to 

invest in your future! 

Open to Primary Care/Family 
Medicine physicians with Emergency 

Medicine experience. 12- and 24-
hour shifts. 

Rural facility affiliated with the Austin-
based Seton Healthcare Family. 
Contact Ashley Ulbricht today at 

(512) 610-0316 
or e-mail ashley@eddocs.com.

Medical College of Wisconsin 

Academic, VA, and Community 
Opportunities for MDs, DOs, and APPs

Our Level I Adult ED at Froedtert Hospital is 
completing an expansion in January 2016.  
We are recruiting for two faculty to complete 
our Froedtert coverage in the Clinician/
Educator Path.  Our Department is also 
initiating weekday coverage at the VA ED in 
Milwaukee.  We are recruiting for two faculty.

Additionally, we are actively recruiting for six 
faculty for our new, freestanding community 
ED, which opens in July, 2016.  

All faculty members could have clinical 
responsibilities at one or more sites.

We are also seeking PAs and NPs for our new, 
Froedtert ED 14-bed Clinical Decision Unit. 

The Department of Emergency Medicine 
at MCW is nationally and internationally 
recognized  in Resuscitation Research, Injury 
Prevention and Control, EMS, Toxicology, 
Global Health, Ultrasound, Medical Education, 
and Process Improvement.

Interested applicants should submit a 
curriculum vitae and letter of interest to Dr. 
Stephen Hargarten, Department Chairman, at 
hargart@mcw.edu.

The best of both worlds – 
Academic and Community

Mercy Medical Center, an academically 
affiliated community hospital in downtown 

Baltimore is looking to add a Board Certified 
Emergency Physician.

Mercy is a major community teaching affiliate 
of the University of Maryland School of 
Medicine, with all medical students, and 

residents from multiple departments, rotating 
regularly.  The Emergency Department has 

a long history of educational excellence, 
providing regular rotations for Emergency 
Medicine residents, medical students, and 

residents in other specialties.

The Department sees over 56,000 adult visits 
annually with an additional 7,500 pediatric 
patients seen primarily by pediatricians in 

an adjacent area.  24 to 36 hours of daily PA 
coverage augments 54 hours of attending 
physician coverage.  A collegial medical 

staff provides extensive specialty coverage.  
The department houses a Sexual Assault 

Forensic Exam program that is the primary 
referral site for Baltimore City.  We share close 
relationships with nearby Health Care for the 

Homeless and Baltimore City.  

Mercy is ranked by US News and World 
Report the #2 hospital, and the #1 community 

hospital, in Maryland.  Becker rates it as a 
Top 100 Hospital.  Sponsored by the Sisters 

of Mercy, we are an independent, fiscally 
strong hospital, located six blocks north of 

Baltimore’s Inner Harbor, equidistant between 
the University of Maryland and Johns Hopkins 

Hospital.

Salary and benefits are competitive.  
Mercy is an Equal Employment Opportunity 

Employer.  

Interested candidates should submit their 
curriculum vitae to Scott A. Spier, MD, Chief 

Medical Officer, Mercy Medical Center, 
sspier@mdmercy.com. 

FLORIDA - Port Charlotte

Progressive independent stable group 
seeking residency trained, BC/BE

EM physicians. 32k volume, new state 
of the art 34 bed ED. Full specialty 
backup. Excellent compensation 
based on productivity over  $350K 
range . Located on Charlotte Harbor 
with saltwater access to the Gulf. 
Short drive to Tampa, Sarasota, Fort 
Myers,  Naples. Year round golf, 
tennis, boating, fishing, and beautiful 
beaches nearby. 

Contact: Robert Leyrer, MD
941-629-4066 or releyrer@comcast.

St. Joseph Hospital, a mid-sized acute 
facility with outstanding reputation 

recruiting E.M. BC/BP physicians for its 
dedicated group.  Collegial, supportive 
workplace with latest technology and 
just-completed expansion.  Members 
support each other and know patient 
satisfaction is achieved through staff 

satisfaction.  Leadership development 
and participation in policies and direction 

available.  Staffing: 51 hours per day, 
mostly physicians, for 27,000 visits.

 
Bangor/Penobscot Bay offers many 

cultural attractions, including the 
University of Maine and a large collection 

of natural and organic food producers, 
pleasant pace of life, low crime, 

friendly people, excellent educational 
opportunities, great public schools and 

affordable housing.

A four-season recreation and tourist 
destination, nearby are Acadia National 

Park, Bar Harbor, many other scenic 
harbors and towns and Sugarloaf USA.  
I-95 and Bangor International Airport are 

right here.

Highly competitive package includes 
relocation, signing bonus, loan 

repayment, retirement and protected 
vacation and CME time with allowance.

Contact: Charles F. Pattavina, MD, 
F.A.C.E.P.

Chief, Emergency Medicine
207.907.3350  

cpattavina@sjhhealth.com

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA                                                                           
Emergency Physician BC/BE for 

independent, fully democratic, very stable, 
well-respected group, 40 years and 20 

years at our 2 hospitals.

St. Mary Medical Center, Long Beach                                         
Providence Little Company of Mary 

Medical Center, San Pedro

EPIC with Dragon EMR. Competitive 
RVU-based reimbursement. Night shift 

and weekend/holiday differentials. 8 
hour shifts with overlap. Level 2 Trauma 

Center, STEMI & Stroke Receiving. 
Residency Program. Group has 7 ABEM 
Oral Board Examiners and the current 

ABEM president-elect.

Highly-Desirable Southern California 
location, minutes from the beach.

Contact: Cheryl Odell: 562-491-9761, 
cheryl866@hotmail.com

Texas – Bryan/College Station
New Level II Emergency and Trauma 

Center under construction! St. 
Joseph Regional Health features 
a 55,000-volume ED with strong 
leadership and a popular scribe 

program. 

Join a collegial, close-knit group 
of physicians who live and work in 
a central location between Austin, 
Houston, and Dallas. Bustling mid-
sized city features a major research 
university with cultural events and 

exciting Big 12 sports. 
Emergency Service Partners, L.P. is 

a 100% physician-owned, democratic 
partnership committed to your 

success. 

Contact Jeff Franklin  
(512) 610-0345 or 

e-mail jeff@eddocs.com.

Texas - Smithville (Austin Area)
Work near the popular Live Music 

Capital of the World! 

$20,000 sign-on bonus and full 
benefits including generous 401(k) 
plan. PLUS, enjoy a true physician 

partnership opportunity in as little as 
one year with Emergency Service 
Partners, L.P., which allows you to 

invest in your future! 

Open to Primary Care/Family 
Medicine physicians with Emergency 

Medicine experience. 12- and 24-
hour shifts. 

Rural facility affiliated with the Austin-
based Seton Healthcare Family. 
Contact Ashley Ulbricht today at 

(512) 610-0316 
or e-mail ashley@eddocs.com.

Medical College of Wisconsin 

Academic, VA, and Community 
Opportunities for MDs, DOs, and APPs

Our Level I Adult ED at Froedtert Hospital is 
completing an expansion in January 2016.  
We are recruiting for two faculty to complete 
our Froedtert coverage in the Clinician/
Educator Path.  Our Department is also 
initiating weekday coverage at the VA ED in 
Milwaukee.  We are recruiting for two faculty.

Additionally, we are actively recruiting for six 
faculty for our new, freestanding community 
ED, which opens in July, 2016.  

All faculty members could have clinical 
responsibilities at one or more sites.

We are also seeking PAs and NPs for our new, 
Froedtert ED 14-bed Clinical Decision Unit. 

The Department of Emergency Medicine 
at MCW is nationally and internationally 
recognized  in Resuscitation Research, Injury 
Prevention and Control, EMS, Toxicology, 
Global Health, Ultrasound, Medical Education, 
and Process Improvement.

Interested applicants should submit a 
curriculum vitae and letter of interest to Dr. 
Stephen Hargarten, Department Chairman, at 
hargart@mcw.edu.

The best of both worlds – 
Academic and Community

Mercy Medical Center, an academically 
affiliated community hospital in downtown 

Baltimore is looking to add a Board Certified 
Emergency Physician.

Mercy is a major community teaching affiliate 
of the University of Maryland School of 
Medicine, with all medical students, and 

residents from multiple departments, rotating 
regularly.  The Emergency Department has 

a long history of educational excellence, 
providing regular rotations for Emergency 
Medicine residents, medical students, and 

residents in other specialties.

The Department sees over 56,000 adult visits 
annually with an additional 7,500 pediatric 
patients seen primarily by pediatricians in 

an adjacent area.  24 to 36 hours of daily PA 
coverage augments 54 hours of attending 
physician coverage.  A collegial medical 

staff provides extensive specialty coverage.  
The department houses a Sexual Assault 

Forensic Exam program that is the primary 
referral site for Baltimore City.  We share close 
relationships with nearby Health Care for the 

Homeless and Baltimore City.  

Mercy is ranked by US News and World 
Report the #2 hospital, and the #1 community 

hospital, in Maryland.  Becker rates it as a 
Top 100 Hospital.  Sponsored by the Sisters 

of Mercy, we are an independent, fiscally 
strong hospital, located six blocks north of 

Baltimore’s Inner Harbor, equidistant between 
the University of Maryland and Johns Hopkins 

Hospital.

Salary and benefits are competitive.  
Mercy is an Equal Employment Opportunity 

Employer.  

Interested candidates should submit their 
curriculum vitae to Scott A. Spier, MD, Chief 

Medical Officer, Mercy Medical Center, 
sspier@mdmercy.com. 

FLORIDA - Port Charlotte

Progressive independent stable group 
seeking residency trained, BC/BE

EM physicians. 32k volume, new state 
of the art 34 bed ED. Full specialty 
backup. Excellent compensation 
based on productivity over  $350K 
range . Located on Charlotte Harbor 
with saltwater access to the Gulf. 
Short drive to Tampa, Sarasota, Fort 
Myers,  Naples. Year round golf, 
tennis, boating, fishing, and beautiful 
beaches nearby. 

Contact: Robert Leyrer, MD
941-629-4066 or releyrer@comcast.

St. Joseph Hospital, a mid-sized acute 
facility with outstanding reputation 

recruiting E.M. BC/BP physicians for its 
dedicated group.  Collegial, supportive 
workplace with latest technology and 
just-completed expansion.  Members 
support each other and know patient 
satisfaction is achieved through staff 

satisfaction.  Leadership development 
and participation in policies and direction 

available.  Staffing: 51 hours per day, 
mostly physicians, for 27,000 visits.

 
Bangor/Penobscot Bay offers many 

cultural attractions, including the 
University of Maine and a large collection 

of natural and organic food producers, 
pleasant pace of life, low crime, 

friendly people, excellent educational 
opportunities, great public schools and 

affordable housing.

A four-season recreation and tourist 
destination, nearby are Acadia National 

Park, Bar Harbor, many other scenic 
harbors and towns and Sugarloaf USA.  
I-95 and Bangor International Airport are 

right here.

Highly competitive package includes 
relocation, signing bonus, loan 

repayment, retirement and protected 
vacation and CME time with allowance.

Contact: Charles F. Pattavina, MD, 
F.A.C.E.P.

Chief, Emergency Medicine
207.907.3350  

cpattavina@sjhhealth.com

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA                                                                           
Emergency Physician BC/BE for 

independent, fully democratic, very stable, 
well-respected group, 40 years and 20 

years at our 2 hospitals.

St. Mary Medical Center, Long Beach                                         
Providence Little Company of Mary 

Medical Center, San Pedro

EPIC with Dragon EMR. Competitive 
RVU-based reimbursement. Night shift 

and weekend/holiday differentials. 8 
hour shifts with overlap. Level 2 Trauma 

Center, STEMI & Stroke Receiving. 
Residency Program. Group has 7 ABEM 
Oral Board Examiners and the current 

ABEM president-elect.

Highly-Desirable Southern California 
location, minutes from the beach.

Contact: Cheryl Odell: 562-491-9761, 
cheryl866@hotmail.com

Texas – Bryan/College Station
New Level II Emergency and Trauma 

Center under construction! St. 
Joseph Regional Health features 
a 55,000-volume ED with strong 
leadership and a popular scribe 

program. 

Join a collegial, close-knit group 
of physicians who live and work in 
a central location between Austin, 
Houston, and Dallas. Bustling mid-
sized city features a major research 
university with cultural events and 

exciting Big 12 sports. 
Emergency Service Partners, L.P. is 

a 100% physician-owned, democratic 
partnership committed to your 

success. 

Contact Jeff Franklin  
(512) 610-0345 or 

e-mail jeff@eddocs.com.

Texas - Smithville (Austin Area)
Work near the popular Live Music 

Capital of the World! 

$20,000 sign-on bonus and full 
benefits including generous 401(k) 
plan. PLUS, enjoy a true physician 

partnership opportunity in as little as 
one year with Emergency Service 
Partners, L.P., which allows you to 

invest in your future! 

Open to Primary Care/Family 
Medicine physicians with Emergency 

Medicine experience. 12- and 24-
hour shifts. 

Rural facility affiliated with the Austin-
based Seton Healthcare Family. 
Contact Ashley Ulbricht today at 

(512) 610-0316 
or e-mail ashley@eddocs.com.

Medical College of Wisconsin 

Academic, VA, and Community 
Opportunities for MDs, DOs, and APPs

Our Level I Adult ED at Froedtert Hospital is 
completing an expansion in January 2016.  
We are recruiting for two faculty to complete 
our Froedtert coverage in the Clinician/
Educator Path.  Our Department is also 
initiating weekday coverage at the VA ED in 
Milwaukee.  We are recruiting for two faculty.

Additionally, we are actively recruiting for six 
faculty for our new, freestanding community 
ED, which opens in July, 2016.  

All faculty members could have clinical 
responsibilities at one or more sites.

We are also seeking PAs and NPs for our new, 
Froedtert ED 14-bed Clinical Decision Unit. 

The Department of Emergency Medicine 
at MCW is nationally and internationally 
recognized  in Resuscitation Research, Injury 
Prevention and Control, EMS, Toxicology, 
Global Health, Ultrasound, Medical Education, 
and Process Improvement.

Interested applicants should submit a 
curriculum vitae and letter of interest to Dr. 
Stephen Hargarten, Department Chairman, at 
hargart@mcw.edu.

The best of both worlds – 
Academic and Community

Mercy Medical Center, an academically 
affiliated community hospital in downtown 

Baltimore is looking to add a Board Certified 
Emergency Physician.

Mercy is a major community teaching affiliate 
of the University of Maryland School of 
Medicine, with all medical students, and 

residents from multiple departments, rotating 
regularly.  The Emergency Department has 

a long history of educational excellence, 
providing regular rotations for Emergency 
Medicine residents, medical students, and 

residents in other specialties.

The Department sees over 56,000 adult visits 
annually with an additional 7,500 pediatric 
patients seen primarily by pediatricians in 

an adjacent area.  24 to 36 hours of daily PA 
coverage augments 54 hours of attending 
physician coverage.  A collegial medical 

staff provides extensive specialty coverage.  
The department houses a Sexual Assault 

Forensic Exam program that is the primary 
referral site for Baltimore City.  We share close 
relationships with nearby Health Care for the 

Homeless and Baltimore City.  

Mercy is ranked by US News and World 
Report the #2 hospital, and the #1 community 

hospital, in Maryland.  Becker rates it as a 
Top 100 Hospital.  Sponsored by the Sisters 

of Mercy, we are an independent, fiscally 
strong hospital, located six blocks north of 

Baltimore’s Inner Harbor, equidistant between 
the University of Maryland and Johns Hopkins 

Hospital.

Salary and benefits are competitive.  
Mercy is an Equal Employment Opportunity 

Employer.  

Interested candidates should submit their 
curriculum vitae to Scott A. Spier, MD, Chief 

Medical Officer, Mercy Medical Center, 
sspier@mdmercy.com. 

FLORIDA - Port Charlotte

Progressive independent stable group 
seeking residency trained, BC/BE

EM physicians. 32k volume, new state 
of the art 34 bed ED. Full specialty 
backup. Excellent compensation 
based on productivity over  $350K 
range . Located on Charlotte Harbor 
with saltwater access to the Gulf. 
Short drive to Tampa, Sarasota, Fort 
Myers,  Naples. Year round golf, 
tennis, boating, fishing, and beautiful 
beaches nearby. 

Contact: Robert Leyrer, MD
941-629-4066 or releyrer@comcast.

St. Joseph Hospital, a mid-sized acute 
facility with outstanding reputation 

recruiting E.M. BC/BP physicians for its 
dedicated group.  Collegial, supportive 
workplace with latest technology and 
just-completed expansion.  Members 
support each other and know patient 
satisfaction is achieved through staff 

satisfaction.  Leadership development 
and participation in policies and direction 

available.  Staffing: 51 hours per day, 
mostly physicians, for 27,000 visits.

 
Bangor/Penobscot Bay offers many 

cultural attractions, including the 
University of Maine and a large collection 

of natural and organic food producers, 
pleasant pace of life, low crime, 

friendly people, excellent educational 
opportunities, great public schools and 

affordable housing.

A four-season recreation and tourist 
destination, nearby are Acadia National 

Park, Bar Harbor, many other scenic 
harbors and towns and Sugarloaf USA.  
I-95 and Bangor International Airport are 

right here.

Highly competitive package includes 
relocation, signing bonus, loan 

repayment, retirement and protected 
vacation and CME time with allowance.

Contact: Charles F. Pattavina, MD, 
F.A.C.E.P.

Chief, Emergency Medicine
207.907.3350  

cpattavina@sjhhealth.com

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA                                                                           
Emergency Physician BC/BE for 

independent, fully democratic, very stable, 
well-respected group, 40 years and 20 

years at our 2 hospitals.

St. Mary Medical Center, Long Beach                                         
Providence Little Company of Mary 

Medical Center, San Pedro

EPIC with Dragon EMR. Competitive 
RVU-based reimbursement. Night shift 

and weekend/holiday differentials. 8 
hour shifts with overlap. Level 2 Trauma 

Center, STEMI & Stroke Receiving. 
Residency Program. Group has 7 ABEM 
Oral Board Examiners and the current 

ABEM president-elect.

Highly-Desirable Southern California 
location, minutes from the beach.

Contact: Cheryl Odell: 562-491-9761, 
cheryl866@hotmail.com

Texas – Bryan/College Station
New Level II Emergency and Trauma 

Center under construction! St. 
Joseph Regional Health features 
a 55,000-volume ED with strong 
leadership and a popular scribe 

program. 

Join a collegial, close-knit group 
of physicians who live and work in 
a central location between Austin, 
Houston, and Dallas. Bustling mid-
sized city features a major research 
university with cultural events and 

exciting Big 12 sports. 
Emergency Service Partners, L.P. is 

a 100% physician-owned, democratic 
partnership committed to your 

success. 

Contact Jeff Franklin  
(512) 610-0345 or 

e-mail jeff@eddocs.com.

Texas - Smithville (Austin Area)
Work near the popular Live Music 

Capital of the World! 

$20,000 sign-on bonus and full 
benefits including generous 401(k) 
plan. PLUS, enjoy a true physician 

partnership opportunity in as little as 
one year with Emergency Service 
Partners, L.P., which allows you to 

invest in your future! 

Open to Primary Care/Family 
Medicine physicians with Emergency 

Medicine experience. 12- and 24-
hour shifts. 

Rural facility affiliated with the Austin-
based Seton Healthcare Family. 
Contact Ashley Ulbricht today at 

(512) 610-0316 
or e-mail ashley@eddocs.com.

Medical College of Wisconsin 

Academic, VA, and Community 
Opportunities for MDs, DOs, and APPs

Our Level I Adult ED at Froedtert Hospital is 
completing an expansion in January 2016.  
We are recruiting for two faculty to complete 
our Froedtert coverage in the Clinician/
Educator Path.  Our Department is also 
initiating weekday coverage at the VA ED in 
Milwaukee.  We are recruiting for two faculty.

Additionally, we are actively recruiting for six 
faculty for our new, freestanding community 
ED, which opens in July, 2016.  

All faculty members could have clinical 
responsibilities at one or more sites.

We are also seeking PAs and NPs for our new, 
Froedtert ED 14-bed Clinical Decision Unit. 

The Department of Emergency Medicine 
at MCW is nationally and internationally 
recognized  in Resuscitation Research, Injury 
Prevention and Control, EMS, Toxicology, 
Global Health, Ultrasound, Medical Education, 
and Process Improvement.

Interested applicants should submit a 
curriculum vitae and letter of interest to Dr. 
Stephen Hargarten, Department Chairman, at 
hargart@mcw.edu.

The best of both worlds – 
Academic and Community

Mercy Medical Center, an academically 
affiliated community hospital in downtown 

Baltimore is looking to add a Board Certified 
Emergency Physician.

Mercy is a major community teaching affiliate 
of the University of Maryland School of 
Medicine, with all medical students, and 

residents from multiple departments, rotating 
regularly.  The Emergency Department has 

a long history of educational excellence, 
providing regular rotations for Emergency 
Medicine residents, medical students, and 

residents in other specialties.

The Department sees over 56,000 adult visits 
annually with an additional 7,500 pediatric 
patients seen primarily by pediatricians in 

an adjacent area.  24 to 36 hours of daily PA 
coverage augments 54 hours of attending 
physician coverage.  A collegial medical 

staff provides extensive specialty coverage.  
The department houses a Sexual Assault 

Forensic Exam program that is the primary 
referral site for Baltimore City.  We share close 
relationships with nearby Health Care for the 

Homeless and Baltimore City.  

Mercy is ranked by US News and World 
Report the #2 hospital, and the #1 community 

hospital, in Maryland.  Becker rates it as a 
Top 100 Hospital.  Sponsored by the Sisters 

of Mercy, we are an independent, fiscally 
strong hospital, located six blocks north of 

Baltimore’s Inner Harbor, equidistant between 
the University of Maryland and Johns Hopkins 

Hospital.

Salary and benefits are competitive.  
Mercy is an Equal Employment Opportunity 

Employer.  

Interested candidates should submit their 
curriculum vitae to Scott A. Spier, MD, Chief 

Medical Officer, Mercy Medical Center, 
sspier@mdmercy.com. 

FLORIDA - Port Charlotte

Progressive independent stable group 
seeking residency trained, BC/BE

EM physicians. 32k volume, new state 
of the art 34 bed ED. Full specialty 
backup. Excellent compensation 
based on productivity over  $350K 
range . Located on Charlotte Harbor 
with saltwater access to the Gulf. 
Short drive to Tampa, Sarasota, Fort 
Myers,  Naples. Year round golf, 
tennis, boating, fishing, and beautiful 
beaches nearby. 

Contact: Robert Leyrer, MD
941-629-4066 or releyrer@comcast.

Emergency Health Partners has opportunities 
for Board Certified or Board Eligible Emergency 
Medicine Physicians for our three locations in 

West Michigan.    

These locations provide opportunities for Urban/
Teaching, Community, and Rural career paths.  

EHP is a physician-owned group with over 20 
years of service in West Michigan.   

For immediate consideration, contact us at 
recruiting@emergencyhealthpartners.com or 

616-459-1560.
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St. Joseph Hospital, a mid-sized acute 
facility with outstanding reputation 

recruiting E.M. BC/BP physicians for its 
dedicated group.  Collegial, supportive 
workplace with latest technology and 
just-completed expansion.  Members 
support each other and know patient 
satisfaction is achieved through staff 

satisfaction.  Leadership development 
and participation in policies and direction 

available.  Staffing: 51 hours per day, 
mostly physicians, for 27,000 visits.

 
Bangor/Penobscot Bay offers many 

cultural attractions, including the 
University of Maine and a large collection 

of natural and organic food producers, 
pleasant pace of life, low crime, 

friendly people, excellent educational 
opportunities, great public schools and 

affordable housing.

A four-season recreation and tourist 
destination, nearby are Acadia National 

Park, Bar Harbor, many other scenic 
harbors and towns and Sugarloaf USA.  
I-95 and Bangor International Airport are 

right here.

Highly competitive package includes 
relocation, signing bonus, loan 

repayment, retirement and protected 
vacation and CME time with allowance.

Contact: Charles F. Pattavina, MD, 
F.A.C.E.P.

Chief, Emergency Medicine
207.907.3350  

cpattavina@sjhhealth.com

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA                                                                           
Emergency Physician BC/BE for 

independent, fully democratic, very stable, 
well-respected group, 40 years and 20 

years at our 2 hospitals.

St. Mary Medical Center, Long Beach                                         
Providence Little Company of Mary 

Medical Center, San Pedro

EPIC with Dragon EMR. Competitive 
RVU-based reimbursement. Night shift 

and weekend/holiday differentials. 8 
hour shifts with overlap. Level 2 Trauma 

Center, STEMI & Stroke Receiving. 
Residency Program. Group has 7 ABEM 
Oral Board Examiners and the current 

ABEM president-elect.

Highly-Desirable Southern California 
location, minutes from the beach.

Contact: Cheryl Odell: 562-491-9761, 
cheryl866@hotmail.com

Texas – Bryan/College Station
New Level II Emergency and Trauma 

Center under construction! St. 
Joseph Regional Health features 
a 55,000-volume ED with strong 
leadership and a popular scribe 

program. 

Join a collegial, close-knit group 
of physicians who live and work in 
a central location between Austin, 
Houston, and Dallas. Bustling mid-
sized city features a major research 
university with cultural events and 

exciting Big 12 sports. 
Emergency Service Partners, L.P. is 

a 100% physician-owned, democratic 
partnership committed to your 

success. 

Contact Jeff Franklin  
(512) 610-0345 or 

e-mail jeff@eddocs.com.

Texas - Smithville (Austin Area)
Work near the popular Live Music 

Capital of the World! 

$20,000 sign-on bonus and full 
benefits including generous 401(k) 
plan. PLUS, enjoy a true physician 

partnership opportunity in as little as 
one year with Emergency Service 
Partners, L.P., which allows you to 

invest in your future! 

Open to Primary Care/Family 
Medicine physicians with Emergency 

Medicine experience. 12- and 24-
hour shifts. 

Rural facility affiliated with the Austin-
based Seton Healthcare Family. 
Contact Ashley Ulbricht today at 

(512) 610-0316 
or e-mail ashley@eddocs.com.

Medical College of Wisconsin 

Academic, VA, and Community 
Opportunities for MDs, DOs, and APPs

Our Level I Adult ED at Froedtert Hospital is 
completing an expansion in January 2016.  
We are recruiting for two faculty to complete 
our Froedtert coverage in the Clinician/
Educator Path.  Our Department is also 
initiating weekday coverage at the VA ED in 
Milwaukee.  We are recruiting for two faculty.

Additionally, we are actively recruiting for six 
faculty for our new, freestanding community 
ED, which opens in July, 2016.  

All faculty members could have clinical 
responsibilities at one or more sites.

We are also seeking PAs and NPs for our new, 
Froedtert ED 14-bed Clinical Decision Unit. 

The Department of Emergency Medicine 
at MCW is nationally and internationally 
recognized  in Resuscitation Research, Injury 
Prevention and Control, EMS, Toxicology, 
Global Health, Ultrasound, Medical Education, 
and Process Improvement.

Interested applicants should submit a 
curriculum vitae and letter of interest to Dr. 
Stephen Hargarten, Department Chairman, at 
hargart@mcw.edu.

The best of both worlds – 
Academic and Community

Mercy Medical Center, an academically 
affiliated community hospital in downtown 

Baltimore is looking to add a Board Certified 
Emergency Physician.

Mercy is a major community teaching affiliate 
of the University of Maryland School of 
Medicine, with all medical students, and 

residents from multiple departments, rotating 
regularly.  The Emergency Department has 

a long history of educational excellence, 
providing regular rotations for Emergency 
Medicine residents, medical students, and 

residents in other specialties.

The Department sees over 56,000 adult visits 
annually with an additional 7,500 pediatric 
patients seen primarily by pediatricians in 

an adjacent area.  24 to 36 hours of daily PA 
coverage augments 54 hours of attending 
physician coverage.  A collegial medical 

staff provides extensive specialty coverage.  
The department houses a Sexual Assault 

Forensic Exam program that is the primary 
referral site for Baltimore City.  We share close 
relationships with nearby Health Care for the 

Homeless and Baltimore City.  

Mercy is ranked by US News and World 
Report the #2 hospital, and the #1 community 

hospital, in Maryland.  Becker rates it as a 
Top 100 Hospital.  Sponsored by the Sisters 

of Mercy, we are an independent, fiscally 
strong hospital, located six blocks north of 

Baltimore’s Inner Harbor, equidistant between 
the University of Maryland and Johns Hopkins 

Hospital.

Salary and benefits are competitive.  
Mercy is an Equal Employment Opportunity 

Employer.  

Interested candidates should submit their 
curriculum vitae to Scott A. Spier, MD, Chief 

Medical Officer, Mercy Medical Center, 
sspier@mdmercy.com. 

FLORIDA - Port Charlotte

Progressive independent stable group 
seeking residency trained, BC/BE

EM physicians. 32k volume, new state 
of the art 34 bed ED. Full specialty 
backup. Excellent compensation 
based on productivity over  $350K 
range . Located on Charlotte Harbor 
with saltwater access to the Gulf. 
Short drive to Tampa, Sarasota, Fort 
Myers,  Naples. Year round golf, 
tennis, boating, fishing, and beautiful 
beaches nearby. 

Contact: Robert Leyrer, MD
941-629-4066 or releyrer@comcast.

St. Joseph Hospital, a mid-sized acute 
facility with outstanding reputation 

recruiting E.M. BC/BP physicians for its 
dedicated group.  Collegial, supportive 
workplace with latest technology and 
just-completed expansion.  Members 
support each other and know patient 
satisfaction is achieved through staff 

satisfaction.  Leadership development 
and participation in policies and direction 

available.  Staffing: 51 hours per day, 
mostly physicians, for 27,000 visits.

 
Bangor/Penobscot Bay offers many 

cultural attractions, including the 
University of Maine and a large collection 

of natural and organic food producers, 
pleasant pace of life, low crime, 

friendly people, excellent educational 
opportunities, great public schools and 

affordable housing.

A four-season recreation and tourist 
destination, nearby are Acadia National 

Park, Bar Harbor, many other scenic 
harbors and towns and Sugarloaf USA.  
I-95 and Bangor International Airport are 

right here.

Highly competitive package includes 
relocation, signing bonus, loan 

repayment, retirement and protected 
vacation and CME time with allowance.

Contact: Charles F. Pattavina, MD, 
F.A.C.E.P.

Chief, Emergency Medicine
207.907.3350  

cpattavina@sjhhealth.com

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA                                                                           
Emergency Physician BC/BE for 

independent, fully democratic, very stable, 
well-respected group, 40 years and 20 

years at our 2 hospitals.

St. Mary Medical Center, Long Beach                                         
Providence Little Company of Mary 

Medical Center, San Pedro

EPIC with Dragon EMR. Competitive 
RVU-based reimbursement. Night shift 

and weekend/holiday differentials. 8 
hour shifts with overlap. Level 2 Trauma 

Center, STEMI & Stroke Receiving. 
Residency Program. Group has 7 ABEM 
Oral Board Examiners and the current 

ABEM president-elect.

Highly-Desirable Southern California 
location, minutes from the beach.

Contact: Cheryl Odell: 562-491-9761, 
cheryl866@hotmail.com

Texas – Bryan/College Station
New Level II Emergency and Trauma 

Center under construction! St. 
Joseph Regional Health features 
a 55,000-volume ED with strong 
leadership and a popular scribe 

program. 

Join a collegial, close-knit group 
of physicians who live and work in 
a central location between Austin, 
Houston, and Dallas. Bustling mid-
sized city features a major research 
university with cultural events and 

exciting Big 12 sports. 
Emergency Service Partners, L.P. is 

a 100% physician-owned, democratic 
partnership committed to your 

success. 

Contact Jeff Franklin  
(512) 610-0345 or 

e-mail jeff@eddocs.com.

Texas - Smithville (Austin Area)
Work near the popular Live Music 

Capital of the World! 

$20,000 sign-on bonus and full 
benefits including generous 401(k) 
plan. PLUS, enjoy a true physician 

partnership opportunity in as little as 
one year with Emergency Service 
Partners, L.P., which allows you to 

invest in your future! 

Open to Primary Care/Family 
Medicine physicians with Emergency 

Medicine experience. 12- and 24-
hour shifts. 

Rural facility affiliated with the Austin-
based Seton Healthcare Family. 
Contact Ashley Ulbricht today at 

(512) 610-0316 
or e-mail ashley@eddocs.com.

Medical College of Wisconsin 

Academic, VA, and Community 
Opportunities for MDs, DOs, and APPs

Our Level I Adult ED at Froedtert Hospital is 
completing an expansion in January 2016.  
We are recruiting for two faculty to complete 
our Froedtert coverage in the Clinician/
Educator Path.  Our Department is also 
initiating weekday coverage at the VA ED in 
Milwaukee.  We are recruiting for two faculty.

Additionally, we are actively recruiting for six 
faculty for our new, freestanding community 
ED, which opens in July, 2016.  

All faculty members could have clinical 
responsibilities at one or more sites.

We are also seeking PAs and NPs for our new, 
Froedtert ED 14-bed Clinical Decision Unit. 

The Department of Emergency Medicine 
at MCW is nationally and internationally 
recognized  in Resuscitation Research, Injury 
Prevention and Control, EMS, Toxicology, 
Global Health, Ultrasound, Medical Education, 
and Process Improvement.

Interested applicants should submit a 
curriculum vitae and letter of interest to Dr. 
Stephen Hargarten, Department Chairman, at 
hargart@mcw.edu.

The best of both worlds – 
Academic and Community

Mercy Medical Center, an academically 
affiliated community hospital in downtown 

Baltimore is looking to add a Board Certified 
Emergency Physician.

Mercy is a major community teaching affiliate 
of the University of Maryland School of 
Medicine, with all medical students, and 

residents from multiple departments, rotating 
regularly.  The Emergency Department has 

a long history of educational excellence, 
providing regular rotations for Emergency 
Medicine residents, medical students, and 

residents in other specialties.

The Department sees over 56,000 adult visits 
annually with an additional 7,500 pediatric 
patients seen primarily by pediatricians in 

an adjacent area.  24 to 36 hours of daily PA 
coverage augments 54 hours of attending 
physician coverage.  A collegial medical 

staff provides extensive specialty coverage.  
The department houses a Sexual Assault 

Forensic Exam program that is the primary 
referral site for Baltimore City.  We share close 
relationships with nearby Health Care for the 

Homeless and Baltimore City.  

Mercy is ranked by US News and World 
Report the #2 hospital, and the #1 community 

hospital, in Maryland.  Becker rates it as a 
Top 100 Hospital.  Sponsored by the Sisters 

of Mercy, we are an independent, fiscally 
strong hospital, located six blocks north of 

Baltimore’s Inner Harbor, equidistant between 
the University of Maryland and Johns Hopkins 

Hospital.

Salary and benefits are competitive.  
Mercy is an Equal Employment Opportunity 

Employer.  

Interested candidates should submit their 
curriculum vitae to Scott A. Spier, MD, Chief 

Medical Officer, Mercy Medical Center, 
sspier@mdmercy.com. 

FLORIDA - Port Charlotte

Progressive independent stable group 
seeking residency trained, BC/BE

EM physicians. 32k volume, new state 
of the art 34 bed ED. Full specialty 
backup. Excellent compensation 
based on productivity over  $350K 
range . Located on Charlotte Harbor 
with saltwater access to the Gulf. 
Short drive to Tampa, Sarasota, Fort 
Myers,  Naples. Year round golf, 
tennis, boating, fishing, and beautiful 
beaches nearby. 

Contact: Robert Leyrer, MD
941-629-4066 or releyrer@comcast.

To PlACe An AD in ACeP noW ’S ClASSiFieD 
ADVeRTiSinG SeCTion PleASe ConTACT:

Kevin Dunn: kdunn@cunnasso.com  •   Cynthia Kucera: ckucera@cunnasso.com
Phone: 201-767-4170

classiFieds
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Contact JD Kerley at (877) 379-1088 or 
email your CV to HEPA@EMrecruits.com.

Aloha

As Hawaii’s oldest 
and largest ED physician group 
we are dedicated to nurturing the next generation of 
quality emergency physicians and meeting the 
ever-changing healthcare challenges.

Contact Chase Gallatin Today 
P: (877) 379-1088  |  E: HEP@EMrecruits.com

Interview at ACEP!  Visit Booth #715

MULTIPLE OPPORTUNITIES
IN SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
Highline Emergency Physicians (HEP) is a private, 
democratic Emergency Medicine group providing 
services to Highline Medical Center in South Seattle.

Highline Medical Center is a Level IV Trauma Center with a 
32-bed emergency department and 57,000 annual visits.

Advanced Practice Providers with EM Experience

          •  Earn $130,000 to $150,000 Total Package
          •  Minimum Full time requirement - 96 hrs/mth
          •  160 Hours of Paid Time Off
          •  100% Paid Family Medical, Dental, and Vision
          •  401k with 3% Safe Harbor, plus Profit Sharing
          •  Employer HSA Contribution

Board Certified Emergency Medicine Physicians

          •  18-Month Defined Partnership Track
          •  Full-Time Requirement Only 96 Hours/Month
          •  Highly Competitive Base, plus RVUs 
          •  401k with 3% Safe Harbor, plus Profit Sharing

To PlACe An AD in ACeP noW ’S ClASSiFieD 
ADVeRTiSinG SeCTion PleASe ConTACT:

Kevin Dunn: kdunn@cunnasso.com 
Cynthia Kucera: ckucera@cunnasso.com

Phone: 201-767-4170
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TH-9643 
Global branding campaign ad 
size: 9.875 x 13.875 full bleed 
pub: ACEP Now (OCT)

ED Medical Director Dr. Ryan Redman counts on TeamHealth to assist with his professional 

growth, offer access to informed and peer-driven discussion groups, and provide  

administrative support so he can enjoy a very rich and full life. He is devoted to the pediatric 

ED, but cherishes his alter-ego as a motorcycle enthusiast, fisherman, husband and father.

So THIS is what
happiness looks like!

855.615.0010  |  physicianjobs@teamhealth.com  |  www.teamhealth.com

Text CAREERS to 411247 for latest news and info on our job opportunities!  

Visit myEMcareer.com to find the job that’s right for you.

Featured Opportunities:

Progress West Healthcare  
Center
O’Fallon, MO
16,000 volume

St. Joseph Berea
Berea, KY
27,000 volume

St. Francis Health Center
Topeka, KS
38,000 volume

Ridgecrest Regional  
Hospital
Ridgecrest, CA
18,500 volume

NCH North Naples Hospital 
Campus
Naples, FL
14,000 volume

Del Sol Medical Center East
El Paso, TX
64,000 volume

Vaughan Regional  
Medical Center
Selma, AL
30,000 volume

Central Texas Medical Center
San Marcos, TX
34,000 volume

Grand Strand Regional  
Medical Center
Myrtle Beach, SC
57,000 volume

Oneida Healthcare Center
Oneida, NY
25,000 volume

Oakwood Hospital
Dearborn, MI
75,000 volume
Medical Director

Jackson Purchase  
Medical Center
Mayfield, KY
28,000 volume
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What would you do with more time?
We provide you with direct access to the best 
independent, physician-owned emergency 
medicine groups across the country… leaving 
you with more time to live the life you wish!

(877) 379-1088  |  info@EMrecruits.com
www.emrecruits.com

Interview at ACEP!  Call Today to 
Schedule Your Time at Booth #715

What’s Your
#EmergencySelfie ?

Snap & Share your favorite #ACEP15 moments 
on Instagram, Twitter and Facebook using 

#EmergencySelfie.

You’ll be entered to into our contest to 
WIN YOUR CHOICE of these three prizes!

1d
emrecruits_ 
Boston Convention Center

2015

emrecruits_ Having a blast at #ACEP15! Wanted 
to share my #EmergencySelfie to enter to win 
the GRAND PRIZE! #fingerscrossed 

Are You 

Ready?
GoPro HERO4

Action Camera
*$500.00/USD Value

2016 ACEP
Registration

*ACEP/ACOEP Resident Member

Airline Flight 
of Your Choice

*Up to $500.00/USD

Contact Chase Gallatin at (877) 379-1088 or 
email your CV to QES@EMrecruits.com.

WHO SAYS
YOU CAN’T HAVE IT ALL?
When you choose Quality Emergency 
Services, you will benefit from a fantastic 
work schedule and the flexibility to enjoy 
life as you deserve.

• Annual Income Potential up to $460,000
• Independent Contractor Status
• 12-Hour and 24-Hour Shifts
• No State Income Tax - Tort Reform State

Interview at ACEP!  Visit Booth #715

Houston, TX

VISIT US AT ACEP 2015 IN BOSTON - BOOTH 907

AS A QUESTCARE 
PARTNER:
• You become an owner of 
your EM group

• Group decisions are 
made by you and doctors 
like you
• You will have scheduling 
flexibilty to enjoy what 
moves YOU

 El Paso
Fort Worth

Dallas

Oklahoma City

JOIN US AS WE 
GROW!

EXCITING EMERGENCY 
MEDICINE OPPORTUNITIES 

AVAILABLE IN 
TEXAS AND OKLAHOMA

Nik Mendrygal, MD / Questcare Physician / Family Man

Are you interested in an opportunity to join a group of medical professionals who 
are serious about their work AND play? With Questcare, you will find a company a company a
that creates the work/play balance that you have the power tochoose.

Get in touch with us TODAY. 
jobs@questcare.com or (972) 763-5293

www.questcarecareers.com                              

PHYSICIAN-OWNED AND OPERATED
 EMERGENCY MEDICINE GROUP

To PlACe An AD in ACeP noW ’S ClASSiFieD 
ADVeRTiSinG SeCTion PleASe ConTACT:

Kevin Dunn: kdunn@cunnasso.com 
Cynthia Kucera: ckucera@cunnasso.com

Phone: 201-767-4170
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Search our current job openings online at  

www.eddocs.com/careers

Emergency Medicine 
Jobs in

Austin
San Antonio
Northeast Texas
Dallas/Fort Worth 
Texas Hill Country
Bryan/College Station

Visit us  
at aCEP 
Booth  
#1145

Greenville Health System (GHS) seeks BC/BE emergency physicians to become faculty in the newly established Department of 
Emergency Medicine. Successful candidates should be prepared to shape the future Emergency Medicine Residency Program and 
contribute to the academic output of the department.  

GHS is the largest healthcare provider in South Carolina and serves as a tertiary referral center for the entire Upstate region. The flagship 
Greenville academic Department of Emergency Medicine is integral to the patient care services for the: 

• Level 1 Trauma Center
• Dedicated Pediatric Emergency Department within the Children’s Hospital
• Five Community Hospital Emergency Departments  
• Accredited Chest Pain Center 

The campus hosts 15 residency and fellowship programs and one of the nation’s newest allopathic medical schools – University of South 
Carolina School of Medicine Greenville.  

Emergency Department Faculty enjoy a flexible work schedule, highly competitive salary, generous benefits, and additional incentives 
based on clinical, operational and academic productivity. 

Stop by booth #368 at ACEP15 in Boston. We look forward to meeting you!
Greenville, South Carolina is a beautiful place to live and work. It is one of the fastest growing areas in the country, and is ideally situated 
near beautiful mountains, beaches and lakes. We enjoy a diverse and thriving economy, excellent quality of life, and wonderful cultural 
and educational opportunities.  

*Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) Program Qualified Employer*

Qualified candidates should submit a letter of interest and CV to: 
Kendra Hall, Sr. Physician Recruiter, kbhall@ghs.org, ph: 800-772-6987. 
GHS does not o�er sponsorship at this time. EOE

• STEMI and Comprehensive Stroke Center
• Emergency Department Observation Center
• Regional Ground and Air Emergency Medical Systems

CLINICAL & ACADEMIC
EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS
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The Woodlands, TX

Austin, TX

WORK/LIFE BALANCE IN
TOP TEXAS LOCATIONS!
As an emergency medicine physician, 
where you practice medicine is almost as 
important as why you practice medicine.

• Earn Over $400,000 Annually 
• Flexible Scheduling to Avoid Burnout
• Assistant Directorship Opportunities
• No State Income Tax - Tort Reform State

LIVE THE LIFE YOU WISH!

Contact J.D. Kerley Today 
P: (877) 379-1088 

E: info@EMrecruits.com

The Woodlands, TX

Austin, TX

Interview at ACEP!  Visit Booth #715

ACEP NOW               
10/1/2015, 11/1/2015, 12/1/2015
10000394-NY10431
NORSHL
4.875” x 5”
Ellen Aronoff  v.5

 Emergency
Medicine

Don’t just join another ED.
Join a system of opportunity!

19 Hospitals in Long Island, Queens, Staten Island, 
Manhattan and Westchester County 

Academic, Administrative & Research Settings
Whether you are just starting out as an EM physician or have decades of 
experience, the North Shore-LIJ Health System has the career opportunity 
you want today. We can also help you plan for tomorrow with fl exible 
options for scheduling or transferring to diff erent locations as your goals 
and needs change. So, don’t just plan your next move. Plan your career.

We are an equal opportunity/AA employer: F/M/Disability/Vet

Contact Andria Daily to learn more: 
844-4EM-DOCS
EmergencyMedicine@nshs.edu
nslijemphysicians.com

Visit our booths at ACOEP (Booth 15) & ACEP (Booth 1501) 
for your chance to win a new Apple Watch!

Emergency Medicine Physicians

Applicants should submit a letter of interest and a curriculum vitae in writing or electronically to:  

Maria Soto-Greene, M.D., Interim Chair, Department of Emergency Medicine, 
Rutgers New Jersey Medical School, 185 So. Orange Ave., MSB, C-671, Newark, NJ  07103

    E-mail to sotogrml@njms.rutgers.edu and waltner@njms.rutgers.edu.
    If you have any questions, please contact us at 973-972-3495.

  

Stay Connected with Rutgers New Jersey Medical School

NJMS.RUTGERS.EDU

Immediate openings are available for full time and part time emergency medicine physicians at Rutgers New Jersey 
Medical School, Department of Emergency Medicine.  This academic department has a fully accredited residency pro-
gram, based at University Hospital in Newark, NJ, the site of the busiest Level I Trauma Center in the state, with over 
99,000 annual visits.  

We would welcome enthusiastic new faculty members to join our cadre of high quality faculty to further enhance our 
patient care, research and educational missions. Responsibilities will include direct patient care, supervision and training 
of residents and medical students.  Candidates should be Board Certified/Board Prepared in Emergency Medicine and 
qualify for an academic appointment.  

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer.

To PlACe An AD in ACeP noW ’S ClASSiFieD ADVeRTiSinG SeCTion 
PleASe ConTACT:

Kevin Dunn: kdunn@cunnasso.com  •   Cynthia Kucera: ckucera@cunnasso.com
Phone: 201-767-4170
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IN OVER 
20 STATES

Find out about our 
nationwide opportunities.

Key areas with immediate needs include:

Bluefield, WV  – $205/hour

Bullhead City, AZ – $60K sign-on bonus

Clarksdale, MS – Up to $60K sign-on bonus

Clarksville, AR – $180/hour

Gadsden, AL  – $40K sign-on bonus 

Paragould, AR  – $190/hour 

Spokane, Toppenish & Yakima, WA  – $60K sign-on bonus

Medical Director in Canton, MS  – Lucrative sign-on bonus

Kentucky  – Train to be an EM physician! We offer clinical  

proctoring and licensing fees paid.

You are our 
greatest resource.
Hospital Physician Partners (HPP) is led and managed by 

practicing clinicians who understand the world you live in every 

day. We partner with hospitals to make a difference, to change 

the status quo. When you join our team you’ll have the support, 

respect and trust of our onsite Medical Directors and Clinical 

Operations team. You’re not just going to work your shift; you’re 

going to work your best.

www.hppartners.com
opportunities@hppartners.com

Visit us at Booth #801
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855.615.0010 
physicianjobs@teamhealth.com
www.MYEMCAREER.com/boston

TH-9550 
ACEP Physician Reception ad   
size: 9.875 x 7  non bleed 
pub: ACEP Now  (OCT)

Don’t Miss TeamHealth’s Physician Reception
Tuesday, October 27  |  7 pm  |  Museum of Science, Boston

RSVP    at www.MYEMCAREER.com/boston by October 15th to automatically register to win a Boston Prize Pack.

Enjoy a big-time evening at a world-class museum in Boston! Join TeamHealth for our Annual Physician  
Reception during ACEP 2015. Explore the interactive exhibits at The Museum of Science, Boston—one of 
the world’s largest science centers and New England’s most attended cultural institution. Plus we’ll have 
delicious Boston cuisine, an open bar and dance floor. It’s the formula for fun! 

Please visit our ACEP booth #609 to get your free ticket for this event.

    

A Big Night in 
Boston!

Contact Sean Larkin Today 
P: (877) 379-1088  |  E: info@EMrecruits.com

Interview at ACEP!  Visit Booth #715

TruePartners Emergency Physicians is a private 
emergency physician group with locations in 
Wellington, Florida and Denison, Texas.

The goal of TruePartners is to provide the highest 
quality emergency physician services through an 
independent physician group model - where you 
have a voice. 

RVU-Based Compensation Plan

All Physicians Are Offered Directorship

Earn an Average of $250-300/hour

100% Residency Trained & Board Certified 
Emergency Physicians

Emergency Physician Openings in TEXAS and FLORIDA!

To PlACe An AD in ACeP noW ’S ClASSiFieD ADVeRTiSinG SeCTion 
PleASe ConTACT:

Kevin Dunn: kdunn@cunnasso.com  •   Cynthia Kucera: ckucera@cunnasso.com
Phone: 201-767-4170



Learn more about the revolution. Visit emp.com 
or call Ann Benson at 800-828-0898.  abenson@emp.com

Founder US Acute Care Solutions.
Opportunities from New York to Hawaii.

Join EMP for a revolution.
ACEP Booth 1009

4/C Process    ACEP SA 2015     Tea ad    10.875˝ x 15˝

Your voice matters. 
Make sure you have one. 

Own the revolution.
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